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ABSTRÀ,CT

The purpose of this study is to explore why

students who come from what Canadian Census Data would
suggest is a socioeconomicall-y disadvantaged segment of

a

community appear to perform at reasonabl-e levels in an urban

high school. The study focused on the aspects of the
community, the home, and the school environments.
From the relevant l-iterature a questionnaire was
developed. An interview of a random sample of recent
graduates who, ât the tine of graduation, Iived in the
specific segrment of the community was then undertaken. The
interviews were transcribed and analyzed.
A second set of interviews of the same graduates hlas
undertaken allowing the respondents to read and react to the
initial analysis.
Analysis of the resul-ts suggests that while this
segment of the community is somewhat disadvantaged
socioeconomically, it is not to the degree that available
census data night be interpreted to indicate nor to the
degree that rnight cause it to be separate from the community
at large. This segment of the community might be more
accurately viewed as a working class neighborhood.
The findings indicate that the scale of the
environments in which students find themselves, that of the
iii

coilÌmunity and the school, can have a dramatic affect on both

their feelings towards these environments and their
behaviors within them. Smaller rather than larger-scaled
environments appear to be preferred.
The findings also indicate that the stability of the
environments in which students find themselves, especiaJ-ly
the school environment, is highly valued. Environments that
change infrequently appear to reduce the insecurity and
uneasiness that comes with the unknown. Known environments
appear to be preferred.
The students suggested that one of the most
important aspects of life at school was to have teachers who
appeared to care about them. The rrethic of caringrr that Nel
Nodding (1-988) has referred to appears to be an essential
aspect of the role of a teacher.
It is difficult to determine what effect these
particular home, community, and school environments had on
these individuals and their academic success. Would the
socioeconomic conditions of these families have had a
greater impact under different circumstances? Did these
environments or aspects of these environments compensate for
socíoeconomic disadvantage? While this study has not
answered such questions, all of the individuals surveyed
indj-cated that these environments collectively \Â/ere
extremely important to them and their success at school.
].v
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CHAPTER 1
TNTRODUCTTON TO THE STUDY

Purpose of the Study

Educational policy in Manitoba reflects the belief
that there is a crose association between socioeconomic
disadvantage and educationat risk. Low income and educatÍon
level-s of parents are frequently cited as major indicators

of socioeconomic disadvantage and rnajor contributors to the
educational risk of a student. However valid this concept
may be at a general level, under certain circumstances
students who inight statisticarly

be predicated to be at risk
because of social or econornic disadvantage can neverthel-ess
do well educationally.
Nelson Mcrntyre collegiate is a small high school
in a small- urban school division. According to canadian
census Data and ny own general impressions from l-5 years of

teaching in the division, a large number of the students who
attend this school come from a socioeconomicalry
disadvantaged region of the community. yet they appear to
perform at reasonabre revels. The purpose of this study is

to explore why this is the case
. How students explain their own success will be an
important aspect of this work. rnterviews of recent
graduates, to ascertain both how these students explain
their success and the value they place on these particular
1

environments and the actions of the people within them, ilây

provide a helpful perspective from often ignored members of
the school system.

The Cornnunity and the Students

The Community of Norwood

Division is the smallest school
division in Metropolitan Winnipeg, both in area and
enrollment. In September, l-989, Norhlood employed 93.36
teachers. The division enrollment consisted of 1350
students distributed throughout 6 schools; Archwood (\34),
Nordate (23L), Nelson Mclntyre CoIIegíate (378), H.L.Softley
(118), Precieux-Sang (338), and Queen Elizabeth (l-51-).
(Enrollrnent Report-Norwood School Division No. 8-September,
1989) The schools had been dramatically affected by the
gradual, but severe reduction of the student population in
the division. In addition to the factors that affected many
school divisions in Winnipeg and other centers during the
period after the frbaby boom'r had echoed through the school
system, Norwood faced the closure of a number of industries
in the area, such as the Shell oiI Refinery and Canada
Packers and Swift, two large meat processing plants, and the
resulting departure of residents.
Norwood School

The Norwood School Division is bounded by the Red

River on the west. Carriere Àvenue is on the southern edge
of the Division,' Bertrand Street and Dugald Road on the
northern edge; and Lagimodiere Blvd. on the eastern edge
(though the eastern edge of the major residential area ís
Archibald Street).
one major roadway, St. Mary's Road, runs through the
division in an east-west direction. St Mary's Road also
marks the boundary between two very distinct regions as is
apparent from an examination of the 1986 Canadian Census
data.
one of 'these two distinct regions (Census Tract

, known as rrThe Flatsrr due to its particular geography,
is located at one end (the southwest section) of the school
division along side the Red River: St. Mary's Road is the
bcrrndary between it and the remainder of the school division
to the northeast. fn all other directions The Flats is
isolated due to the meandering nature of the Red River,
which acts as a physical barrier between it and the rest of
the city (except for a single block of Carriere Avenue to
the northeast).
The second of the two regions of Norwood School
Division, the area for this study, is located on the
northeast side of St. Mary's Road. This region of Norwood
School Division, Census Tracts (CT's) 1,L4 and l-1-3 or East
Norwood, is surrounded by two other divisions, St. Boniface
and St. Vital.
115)

Apart from the inclusion of these two regions within
one school district due to their physical proxinity, census
data would suggest there is very little these two regions
have in common. The area to the northeast of St. Mary's
Road, the area under study, has many characteristics that
make ít appear more similar to socioeconomically
disadvantaged segrments of the city rather than the more
affluent suburban areas that border it.
The L986 Canadian Census' (Census Tracts Ll-3, 1-L4 and
l-15, Statistics Canada, I\etropoTitan Atlas Series (1-989)
provides statistics that show the difference between these
areas at the census tract level (although this will not
include the Holden Street area due to the Census Tract
format and the few student who attend NMC from this area).
According to Statistics Canada large numbers of the
residents of CT 1-15 possess Levels of education and income
which would suggest that the people residing here are
socioeconomically advantaged. A measure of education and
income leve1s of both males and females over L9 years of age
indicates that CT 115, along with a several other pockets in
suburbs, primarily to the south and west of Nortarood, possess
the highest levels in the city compared to Census
Metropolitan Area (cMA) averages (see Table 1).
The residents of CT's l-13 and 114 though, possess a
socioeconomic status that is, in these areas of education
and income, ât much lower levels and, in a number of
instances, are in the lowest range for the cíty of Winnipeg.

5

tn"
levels of the residents are indicated
"a,r"ation
by two categories, resi-dents possessing university degrees
and residents possessing less than a grade nine education.
As is indicated in Table 1-, between roz and less than Lsz of
the residents of cr 1l-3 and between Lsz and ress than Zoeo of
the residents of CT L1-4 possess less than a qrade nine
education. Between one in ten and one in five residents,
between 20 and 64 years of age, from the CTrs l_l_3-j_14, have
not completed high school.
The number of residents from this area possessing
university degrees, especially for the male population of
the area, is within the lowest range that is measured for
this category in the city of Winnipegr between Oå and less
than LSZ.
Income levels for residents of these two census
tractsr âs indicated by Table I, al-so exist at lower income
level-s, between $21r000 and less than $3O,OOO.

TABLE

1.

Education & Income

The Flats
cr 11"5

Study Area

cr
cr

113

114

& INCOME
(aged 20-64 years)

EDUCATION

Males With

University

308-608

08-<159

Degrees

Males !{ith Incomes
Greater Than C.¡{.4.

508-808

Females With
Degrees

25t^-55"^

10å-<2 5B

Females lVith Incomes
creater Than C.M.A.

50r-9 53

35t-<508
ot-<358

Persons With HighSchool Graduation

50t-<608

408-<50*
5B-<40t

Persons !{ith Less
Than Grade 9

1B-<5t

University

Average Total Income
of Private Households
(r_e85

oz-<252
2

$30,000<s39,000

58-< 508

108-<158

i-5t-<208
s2 1, 000<s30, 000

)

Note. Data for, CT's 113 and 1L4 appears as a single set when both
census tracts possess the same information. When data differs CT 114
data shall be shown directly below that of CT 1L3.

Conventional assumptions regarding community and

family characteristics of successful- and unsuccessful
students might result in the development of certain
presumptions about the educational- success and fail-ure of
these students from the Norwood area.

The Students From Census Tracts l_l-3 and

i-14

fntroduction: An Expectation of Risk. Much of the
research since the l-96ots describes dropouts as ttaberrant
individual-s who are deviant, dysfunctional or defi-cient due
to personal, family or community characteristicst' (I^Ieh1age,
p. 34). Cervantes (1965) The Dropout: Causes and Cures and
Finn (L987) The High schooT Dropout puzzre both reflect this
perception.

thread running through a great many of
these studies is the impact of the familyrs educational
income levels on student success or failure in school.
These studies suggest a strong association between
A

common

and

socioeconomic disadvantage and educational risk, not an

et al in the work, Redueing
the Rjsk: Schoo-l.s as Communities of Support (1989)
índicate, rrvirtually all studies correlate low socioeconomic
status with higher dropout rates.rr (p. 25) This perception
is echoed by Radwanski in Ti:e Ontario Study of the ReTevanee
of Edueation, and the Issue of Dropouts.
unconmon assumption as Wehlage

virtually every study ever done on the dropout
issue has found a strong link between fanily
background and the likelihood of dropping out.
The lower the income leveL, occupational status
and level of education of his or her parents,

the greater is the statistical risk that any
given student wil-L not complete high school.
(Radwanski, ]-987 , p. 7L)
These students who eventually do drop out, Brodinsky

and Keough suggest, tend to exhibit early warning signals.
The elernents of a student's life in school and the studentrs

educational progress that tend to be affected woul-d incl-ude
factors such as absenteeism, poor grades, failure to see the
rel-evance of education to life experience, Iack of

educational goaIs, an inability to identify with peer group,
and disruptive.classroom behavior. (1989, pp. 1,4 & 40)
Accordíngly, an extrapolation of this research would

indicate that students who come from socioeconomj-cal1y
disadvantaged families would be more liab1e to fail a great
nl,nber of courses that they enroll in, that they would have
a high number of absences and lates in each course, that
they would be involved in a number of altercations between
other students, teachers, administrators and support staff,
and they would eventually drop out of school.
The data found in Tab1e 1 night l-ead one to assume
students living in Census Tracts 113 and t-1-4 would perform
and achieve at consistently l-ower leveIs. One rnight expect,
considering only the statistical evidence, therefore that
these students from CT's 113-1-l-4 woutd be at risk
educatíonalIy. The following data though indicates that

9

this appears not to be so in the case of Nelson Mcfntyre
Collegiate.

In School Behaviors. Three in-schoot behaviors that
indicate the potential to drop out include an increased
absenteeism and truancy, poor grades and disruptive behavior
and rebellious attitudes towards authority.
1. Attendance. Às of September S, 1989, i-65 students
registered to attend Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate came from
Census Tracts 1l-3 and 1,L4. By January 31, 1990, the end of
the semester, this number had been reduced to LZS students.
Forty of these students were no longer registered at NMC for
the reasons shown in Table 2.

TABLE

2

Student Attendance
Tracts 1-1-3 and 114

Census

Transfers to Other School- Di-visions
Preregistered But Failed to Attend
Suspended and

Quit

Failed to Return

l_

1_

1-O

1

18

l_0

Of the l-55 students from CTrs j-L3-1L4 who actually
appeared in class in September of 1989 (this does not
include the 1O preregisters who failed to appear), a total
of 1-9 students (18+1 Table 2) dropped out of school during

the first semester. Of these, four of the students were nehr
arrivals both to the school and the community, having been
recently and temporarily placed in a group home in the area.
If one did not consider these four students then the drop
out rate would be 1-5 students. This is a lower number of
dropouts than what the literature would lead one to expect.
Radwanski (L987) has suggested that, in Canada, for grades 9
to 1-2 the average drop out rate 30 to 33 percent. It is
though, he suggests, âs high as 50å for at risk students.

2. Office referrals. One of the early warnj-ng signals for
dropping out of school is disruptive behavior in school.
Students at NMC who were fighting with other students,
threatening teachers, or destroying school property were
included in this category. It has been suggested, in the
A.A.S.À Report on Students At Risk (1989), that disruptive
behavior and rebellious attitudes toward authority can be a
reflection of the general attitudes and feelings which
students at risk hold toward the educational system of which
they are a part. These behaviors and attitudes can, the

11

report indicates, be earry warning signals that a student is
about to drop out (Brodinsky and Keough, p. 40).
A total of 5 students frorn CTrs i_13-114 were
referred to the office during the first semester for rel_ated
offences. Four of the 5 students \^rere enrolled in grade g
at NMC and by the end of the semester 4 of the 5 had quit
school. All 5 of the students came from a group home ín the
area and prior to the school year did not live in Norwood.

3. Academic performance. The overview of the 165 students
from CT,s 113-l-L4, both through the student records and
interviews with the superintendent and principar of the
school, provided an intriguing picture of these students.
No standardized test scores from such tests as canadian Test
of Basic Skills (CTB.S.) r^rere available as the Norwood
school Board ceased ernploying such practices several years
prior to this study. As a result, the academic achievement
of these students is calculated from their high school
grades at Nel-son Mclntyre Collegiate.
The superintendent of Norwood School Division
informed me that, according to his recollection, the
students at NMC have performed at or above average in theír
first year at the University of Manitoba for a number of
years. The principal of NMC impressed upon me the high
degree of academic success by the students of cfls i-i-3-1j-4.
He referred to the ì-arge percentage of students living in

L2

this area, who have won academic awards and schorarships,
such as the Governor Generalrs medal and the Chown
scholarship. He also reminded me of the many students from
cfls 1l-3-1-l-4 who had been chosen over the years by their
felrow students to give the valedictory address at the June
graduations.
A report from Manitoba Association of School

Trustees (M.A.S.f.) indicates both the provincial average
and Norwood G.P.A. for Grade L2 and the first year of
university for the years L97g to 1989 (this incrudes all
such students from both high schools in Norwood; Eco1e
Precieux Sang and NMC) . In any year, during this 1_J- year

period, the difference in the Grade i-2 c.p.A. for Norwood
and the Province, averaged t .09 of a possible G.p.A. of 4.
Between 1-978 and 1989, the first year of unj_versity G.p.A.
for Norwood students v¡as, in 9 of the 1t_ years, higher than
the provincial average. In each of the l-1 years, Norwood
students achieved a G.P.A. that was, on average, + .l-9, of
a possible G.P.A. of 4 | for the Province. (M.4. S.T. , t_990) .
On average Norwood high school students achieved grades at
levels somewhat higher than the provincial average. This
level of achievement has continued beyond high school to at
least the end of the first year of university.
A majority of students enrolled in what the school
has established as an acceptable course load for the 4
period day; 3 courses undertaken with one study period or 4
courses undertaken with no study period. Of the 1Z5

13

students who cornpleted the first

semester, 89 students

enrolled in four courses ì zB students enrolred in three
courses. The remaining I students enrolred in two or fewer
courses. This 1ow number of courses undertaken is due to
the number of courses required for graduation or as a resurt
of courses dropped during the semester which would not
appear on the end of semester printout. Of these j,Zs
students, 2 opted for Student Initiated projects (S.f.p.),
one in wood working and the other one in ribrary studies.
The academic success real_ized by the L2S students
from CT's 1-13-114, for the first semester of the 1999-90
school year is Shown in Table 3. The data are based on the
grades for each of the subjects taken in the first semester.
One might expect the educational progress of the
students from cT,s 1t-3-114 to be reflective of the kind of
pr^?ress typical for at rj-sk students, that is students who
do not perceive a relevance for what they do in school and
who lack educational goals. such students night be expected
to rearize 1ow levels of academic achievement. one would
certainly not expect to see the distrj-bution of grades as is
presented in Table 3.

L4

TABLE

Student Academic Achievement
Census Tracts l-13 and 71-4
GRÀDE

A
B
c
D
F

l-00å 802 )
(7eZ 7oZ)
(6ez 602)
(,eZ s0å)
(AeZ oZ)
(

NUMBER

OF STUDENTS
L2

32
36
23

20

Note. The records for 2 students who graduated at the end of the
semester were not available at the time of the student overview.

Conclusion
The overview of the L25 students from CTrs 1i-3-11-4
appears to portray a student body that is reasonably

successful in educational terms. In some respects this
success ma]¡ be surprising. Certainly, if one v/ere to make
predictions based so1ely on family income and education
Ievels; many of these students could well be at risk.

is this? I,ihat factors, singly and in
combinatJ-on, might account for +-he success of these students
at NMC?
Vthy

CHAPTER

THE LTTERÀTURE AND

TI

ITS

IMPLTCATIONS

In exploring ansv¡ers to these questions this
investigation turns to an analysis of the structures and the
composition of the community in which these students reside,
the fanilies from which they emerge and the school- that
these students attend. This analysis draws on the findings
of numerous other studies which are sunmarized in this
section. The results of these previous studies wiII be used
as a starting point for this study's inquiry into studenÈ
success in NMC.

Functional and Value Communities

is surrounded on almost all sides by water,
the Red River and the Seine River. Roadways such as
Archibald, Marion, and Goulet, the major thoroughfares of
the community, move traffic around the edges of Norwood and
help to maintain the isolation of this region from other
areas of the city. This may have assisted in the
maintenance of a strong sense of community in Norwood.
The community has very littte room for expansion due
to its physical location between the rj-vers and other
Norwood

15

L6

divisions. As there has not been a great deal of
residentj-aI building in the community (see Tabre 4), there
has not been a large infrux of people into the area. There
has been, though, a great many residents who have chosen to
remain in the community. fn a number of instances, the
present residences, when they do become available, appear to
be purchased by people who prevíousIy lived in the area
(frequently as children). This may result in the maintaince
of a homogeneous character that is resistant to changes in
the social context.

1,7

TABLE

Community
wpg.

Average

4

Stability
The Flats

cr

115

Study Area

cr
cr

113
114

HOUSING

Dwellings
Constructed in
or Later

15*-<30r

0g-<5t

0t-<5t

5t-<40*

2

L976

MOBILITY

(5 years or older)

Persons Who Lived in
a Different Dwelling
in 1981 (5 years + )
Persons l.lho Lived

Outside C.M.A. in

40*-<53t

9*-<l_5r

2

1*-<9t

5B-<40r

40t-<53r

9*-<t_58

L98l_

The Coleman and Hoffer (1,987) study of public and

private high schools indicated the existence of two forms of
communities; value communities and functional communities.
Functional communitíes, more conmon prior to the development
of industrial society, tend to be closed systems where the
people of the communities possess shared norms, sanctions
and rewards. Value communities include rta collection of
people .hlho share sirnilar values about education and
chil-drearing but who are not a functional conmunity" ie.
some public school-s of choice and some private schools.
While they each possess a high degree of value consisteilcy,

18

value communities do not share a physical croseness of the
families in the communities. (p. 9)
values and the preservati_on and
transmission of these values are important aspects of rife
in functj-onar communities possessing a common identity and
Homogeneous

definable boundaries. A functional community with a high
degree of closure may have a positíve effect on students,
for, Coleman and Hoffer write, it rrconstitutes a socíal
resource that compensates for family deficiencies, having
its greatest effect j-n reducing the dropout rate among
students with structural or functional deficiencies. il (p.
148

)

In a functional community, Coleman and Hoffer argue,
ilthere is a single dominant value in the community, which
aLl observe, whether or not they agree. In a school based
on a functional community...that val-ue is nearly always one
which places importance on learning.rr (p. 61)
Coleman and Hoffer suggest that religiously based
private schools, because they possess this sense of a
functional community, are stronger than private school_s
which only possess a value community not a iltrue community
in the sense of social interaction but merely constitutes a
kind of penumbra of varue-consensus surrounding the schools,
with parents individually supporting the school-'s goaÌs.tl
The functional community's support for the maintenance of
standards in the schools is, they assert, stronger than the
individualistic value consensus. (p. 95) rrA school with a

t9

strong supporting adult conrmunity can impose greater
academic demands on its students than one without. rt can
impose stricter disciprinary standards.rf (coleman and
Hoffer, p.143)
It might be that students corninE from East Norwood
are disadvantaged in terms of certain farnily
characteristics, but they may come from an integrated
functionar cornmunity which, coreman and Hoffer indicate,
possesses social resources that Ëupport the demands of the
school. (p. 215-6).
John Ogbu (1_981-), suggests that the two prominent

views on academic achievement of rower-class and minority
students, the deficit perspective and the difference

perspective, are inadequate for they fair to consider more
than the external definitions of community and home
influences. An rrecologtical perspectiveil, he argues is a
more useful tool in assessment for it also takes into
account the rrbroader societal forces, includj-ng economic and
historical- forces. rr (p. 3)
Ogbu writes that once these minorities are o1d
enough to determine their opportunities for success, they,
and other members of their ninority group, have become a
part of the rfculture of the ininoritiesrr. This, Ogbu
suggests, will cause these minorities to become
disillusioned about the real value of schooling. This
disillusionment nay be fueled by feelings of oppression by
the dominant group in the control of the school system as
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exhibitel by the lack of input in decision-making processes
in the schools and ttobjective differences in access,
treatment and outcomes'r and in control of the job narket
which makes its presence apparent in the form of job
ceilings. (p. 29) The resul-t of this impotence and
oppression, asserts Ogbu, is frequent fighting between the
minority and majority groups and the eventual development of
alternative survival strategies that may not include
schooling or the acceptance of societal norms as exhibited
by the dominant group.
This disillusionment with the real value of
schooling, Ogbu suggests, fray rrdíscourage them from
developing a tradition or norm of perseverance and other
habits that promote high academic achievement. " (Ogbu, p.
30) What might evolve is an alternative 'ltheory of successrl
or rralternative strategies for self -advancementtr. These
alternate survival strategJ-es, which in Black ghettos, Ogbu
argues, specifically includes "hustlingtt the pursuit of
money and power (pp.57-8) will frequentÌy conflict with the
behavioral and the IegaI expectations and requirements of
the dominant societal group.
The caste like stratification Ogbu refers to in his
discussion of majority and minority groups in U.S. schools
may not prove to be evident in this community. Ogbu,s
societal hierarchy comprised of "blacks and whites" is based
prirnarily on differences of race and colour. There does not
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appear to exist in Norwood such a readily apparent division
between majority and minority groups.
Perhaps the residents from the various areas of

a

set of values that incl-ude the value
of schooling. A dominant group that controls the school
systern may not exist in Norwood and there may not be,
therefore, a minority group that feels oppressed and thus
disillusioned about the real value of schooling. It rnay be
that a com.mon rrcultural knowledge and world viewrr (p. 62) is
taught in the homes of Norwood. The values of these
residents, perhaps maintained and strengthened by the scale
of the community and the resulting increased contact between
its members, may be values that promote the educational
activities of the student and the school (Gregory and Smith,
1-987, p. 51).
Norwood share

common

The Home Environment

studies, (Ogbu , 7987; Erickson, 1-987 ;
McDermott, L987; Moll and Diaz, L987 ) note that social
class, racial/ethnic and gender backgrounds have a strong
impact on students' ability to succeed in school. High risk
students often have homes (sociocultural) that do not
provide the necessary physical, emotional or intellectual
Many

support that is the foundation of learning. (lrleh1age et a1,

p

s8)
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Radwanski supports this premise by stating that,

rrthe lower the income Ievel, occupational status and leve1

of education of his or her parents, the greater is the
statistical risk that any given student will not complete
high school.fr (p.71) Various reports, Radwanski writes,
demonstrate that ttfamily structure appears to have a
considerable effect not onJ-y on the decision to drop out,
but also on prior academic performance. " (p. 75) Children
from disadvantaged families tend not to do as well in
school.
The home, Radwanski contends, is a vitally

important

Iearning envíronment. In it rnay occur intell-ectual
stimulation via the parents reading and talking to their
children, so as to broaden theír vocabul-ary and interests.
The parents may transmit their educational expectations to
the children and finally, the parents may provide the
children with the support and encouragement for schooling.
(pp. 73-74) These factors tend not to exist or exist in
much lesser degrees in disadvantaged homes, Radwanski
sugEests, and rrcombine to make it more difficult for
socioeconomical-ly disadvantaged children to perform well in
school from the outset. rr (p. 7 4)
Reginald Clark's basic contention in his work,
FaniTy Life and SchooT Achievenent: Why Poor BLack ChiTdren
Succeed or Fai7, is that, ttit is the overall quality of the
family's lifestyle, not the composition, or status, or some
subset of fanily process dynamics, that determines whether
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chírdren are prepared for acadernically competent performance
in the classroomrr (1983, p. 1-) Clark indj-cates that the
family members, beliefs, activities, and cultural style
provide students with appropriate frsurvival knowledget' for
competent classroorn attitudes and behaviors. The family
teaches the child rrsurvival and success knowledge.
Clark suggests that a child's success in school is
the result of parents' dispositions and interpersonal
relationships with the child in the household. rr The child
learns rrcompetent classroom role enactment from their
exposure to positive home attj-tudes and communication
encounters.rr (p. 1) ft is the overall quality of the
family's lifestyle, not the status of the fanily, Clark
contends, that rrdetermines whether children are prepared for
academically competent performance in the classroom. It ft
is the farnily members' Itbeliefs, activitÍes, and cultural
style not the family units' composition or social status
that produced the requisite mental structures for effective
and desirable behavior during classroom lessons.rr (p. L-2)
These rniddle class values or survival strategies
stem from at least three types of home activity.
These
include, rrhome educational-instructional activities - the
deliberate teaching in the three R,s; home recreational
activitiesr' and health rnaintenance activities.rr These
provide the Itsocial survival skil-Istt, that prepare the child
for life in school. (pp. 5-6)
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The students who come from CTrs 113-114 may be

perceived as being at risk due to certain socioeconomic

factors, but this does not appear to be reflected in their
behaviors at school. There does not appear to exist at NMC
a continual rebellion agaínst the school nor the development
of alternative behaviors that are incompatible with the
kinds of behaviors required for school.

The Schoo1 Environment

As an educator I have been farniliar with Norwood for

aÌmost fifteen years. For seven years I taught at eueen
Elizabeth Junior High, the one junior high school located in
CTts 1-1-3-l-l-4 which acted as a feeder school for Nelson

Mclntyre Collegiate. fn 1982 I transferred to Ne1son
Mclntyre ColJ-egiate where f began to encounter students I
taught previously at the junior high school. It is this
knowledge of the community and especially the schools within

this community that accompanies me in the following
discussion of the school environment.

Environmental Structures

of the l-iterature which discusses the
relationship between human behavior and the environment
Much

has
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built or, an" research of Kurt Lewin. rrFj-eld theoryrr, Lewin
claims, in FíeId Theory ín Socía7 Scíence (1-951-), is
concerned with the properties of the surrounding or field in
which one is situated. An understanding of human behavior
must recognize a wider and wider realm of determinants which
must be treated in a single coherent systern of constructs.
(Lewin, p. xii)
Roger Barker (L968), while referring to Lewin's

field theory, suggests that he has taken it further than
Lewin with the I'behavioral setting theoryrr (Barker, p. 1"86).
A behavior setting defines the environment in which behavior
occurs. According to behavior setting theory, different
settings produce different human behaviors. Barker suggests
that there are significant differences in the behavior of
inhabitants of undermanned settings compared to those of
optirnally manned settings. Individuals in settings which
are rrundermannedrr have greater forces acting upon each
inhabitant (p. l-89-94) .
The application of this concept of 'rundermanned
settingsrr to the school situation has been developed by Paul
Gump, a colleague of Barker (for a further discussion of
this applicatj-on see Stockard and Mayberry' l-985).
ttschoolsrr, Guinp asserts, rrare cl,usters of settingsr' what
happens to children in school occurs in one setting or
another. Further, the nature of these occurrences has much
to do with the nature of the setting." (Gump, 1980, p. 335).
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Environmental settings for human beings, it is
sugigested, includes the physical nil-ieu and the

human

component. The physical mitieu of the school- setting
considers the rrinanimate factors of the school arena: the

building, playground, furniture' seating arrangements,
opportunities for privâcY, and other sources of physical
input. r' (p. 555) Research indicates that the physicalstructures of the school can, by themselves, create both
positive and negative behavior outcomes (Gunp, p. 559).
The human component of school settings is considered
with the rrecological measuresrt which considers studies of
density, crowding, classroom size, and undermanning. Vlithin
small school (undermanned) settings, students experience
more pressures and invitations to participate in settings,
take on more responsibilities within the settings, and
report greater leveLs of satisfaction. This appears
especially true for acadernically marginal students. (Gump,
p.561-)

The Social Setting
The significance of the interrelationship between

school, home and community, Wehlage et aI (1-989) contend,
should not be ignored for it provides insight into the
causes of school disengagement, failure and dropping out.
lack of congruence between studentst experiences in their
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homes, communities and schools can result in íncompatible

worlds. One of these worlds is thus rejected in favour of
the other. The world that is frequently rejected is the
schooL, for rejection of farnily and peers in exchange for
school success is simply not acceptable. (pp. 58-60)
The continuity of values betv¡een the home, the
community and the school may prove to be a significant
aspect of what is happening in Norwood. Perhaps NMC is,
what Coleman and Hoffer would refer to as, a value
community, that is a rrcollection of people who share simil-ar
values about education and childrearingrr (p. L0). This
school Rây, in fact, be existing within a functional
community where there is a fairly clear and consistent set
of norms that express the doninant values of the community
and a degree of conformity. (p. 1-0) Such a school can
embrace a particular set of val-ues and have them become
dominant in the school; there can occur a rrvalue consensus
based on a functional cornmunity.¡' (p. t2)
Coleman and Hoffer also indicate that a value
consensus is, for the most part, a thing of the past due to
a lack of support from a tightly knit community. (p. a2)
Most schools no longer, if they ever were able to, puIl
students from a tightly knit or functj-onal cornmunity; thus
the schools alienated the child from the fanily but brought
the child into mainstream Àmerica (p. L4). What may prove
to exist at Nelson Mclntyre CoÌlegiate, is that there is not
a I'discontinuity between experiences they have encountered
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in their own neíghborhoods and the expectations of the
school or workplace.rr (l,Iehlage et al, p. 59)
The policy choice of the school and the school- board
may actually help to preserve the benefits of functional
communities. Perhaps at NMC, the school board, parents and
the teachers share and support a conmon set of values or
norms. Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate may be perceived as a
neighborhood schoor that rrmaximizes the potentiar for
parents establishing and enforcing norms for the youth'r.
(Coleman and Hoffer, p. 239) These val_ues and norms may,
in fact, be congruent between the home, neighborhood and the
school. rf thÍs is the case then success in schoor would
not lead to rejection of and by your own world as wehrage et
aI suggest is so often true for dropouts.
The hiring practices of the division for
administrative positions tend to encourage a maintenance of
the character and crimate of the division and its schools.
At NMc this has been especialty true. The current principal
and vj-ce principal were both hired from the school staff.
The former had been the vice principar while the latter vras
a teacher in the school. These were appointments of
insiders; individuals who would not likely be agents of
change but rather maintainers of the status quo. ilDuringr
the sel-ection process, new adminj-strators often are given,
or perceive that they are given, a mandate either to
rnaintain the existing stabilÍty or to initiate change and
innovation... For insiders the nandate typically is to
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continue present operations with only minor changes.r
and Miskel, 1-987, p. i-70)

(Hoy

The hiring of insiders to administrative roles at

with the lack of change in the staff at the
school may have created a system whose structure could be
described as one that was tiqhtTy coupTed or a [closed
systemrr in terms of values but rooseTy coupred structurally
(Vfirt and Kirst, 1-982, p. 26). The bureaucratic structure
of the school, the hierarchy of àuthority, the rules and the
regulations may, in fact, be less riqid and structured. yet
the staffing practices of the school may have resulted in
this same organization possessing an culture that is t,ightly
coupled in terms of values. The organization may possess
rra set of shared orientations that hold a unit tog'ethertt;
rrshared assumptions, values and norms.rt (Hoy and Miskel, p.
NMC

combined
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A larger sized school may be able to provide a
greater quantity of courses and more diverse programs, but
the negative consequences of a larger size, Coleman and
Hoffer suggest, rrare like1y to be particularly distasteful
to members of closely knit functional communities.tt(p. 37).
This desire to preserve Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate has been
aptly demonstrated by the residents, angry responses to the
post-fire rumor that NMC would not be rebuilt and through

the constant refusal to arnalgamate with one of the
neighboring, larger school- divisions.
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The pursuit of economies of scale does not appear to

be a priority

for either the school board or the residents
they represent. Each of the English-language instruction
school-s in Norwood possesses row enrolrments. rn fact,
Norwood has among the rowest pupir-teacher ratios in the
province. The 7988/89 Frame rnterin Report indicates that
as of September 30, 1-987, Norr^¡ood had the lowest
pupil/teacher ratio of the Metro Divisions. Norwood's
pupil/teacher ratio was l-b.5 (regular instruction only) and
1-3.9 (cornbined ratio which includes all instructional- areas
such as Exceptj-onal and vocationar). The provincial average
for the same period was LB.7 and 16.5 respectively. of the
54 provincial school divisions, nine divisions and six
division respectivery possessed lower ratios. (Manitoba
Education and Training, L989, p. 6)

fmplications
The small size of the school's physical structure
and the student and teacher popul_ation causes several

situations to exist:
*OnIy one or two classes of each core course can
offered each year.
*Few al-ternative courses can be
rrcorerr programs.

be

offered aside from
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:tA lack of special services are available for tthigh

risktr students.
From these ttsmall school-tr

situations an unusuar educational
environment is formed. This includes:
1-. Arternative easy credit programs or watered down courses
cannot be provided nor, therefore, taken by these students.
Hoffer insist that the most important
aspect of a schoolrs internal organization is the
ff allocation
of students to curriculum programs.il (p. 4t)
This tracking has a dramatic effect on student outcomes. As
coleman and Hoffer indicate, rr student outcomes bear a close
relationship with the program placements, with academic
program students consistently showing higher level_s of
achievement, lower rates of dropping out, and. higher rates
of college attendance. ft (p. 42)
Schools, Coleman and Hoffer write, differentiate
their curriculum to meet the needs of different student
backgrounds. A small school trcannot afford to differentiate
programs and must treat al-l students sinilarly even though
students come from diverse backgrounds." (p. 46) The
result may be that the number of students who drop out at
NMC are reduced.
Coleman and

Radwanski,s study considered the irnpact of streamíng
and the erosj-on of the commonality and universality of the
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hiqh school learning experience (pp. 76-g0 & pp. i--52-l-73¡
also J. oakes, 1985). Radwanski suggests that the most
dramatically striking correlation of al-r for dropouts 'is
the one between high school stream and the rikerihood of
dropping out.rr This correlation, he suggests, is ila1l the
more disturbing by the fact that the Ìower the socioeconomic

family background of any given student, the rower the course
l-evel in which he or she is J-ikely to end up." (p. 76)
What seems abundantly clear is that instead of

providing
socio-economically disadvantaged
children with genuine equality of opportunity by
helping them to overcome their initial learning
disadvantages, our school system at present has
the unintended effect of relegating large
numbers of these children to lower tiers of
education characterized by l-ow expectatíons and
lack of clearly-defined intended outcomes, from
which they are statistically
unlikely to
graduate and in which they will have learned
comparatively little even if they do remain to
completion. (Radwanski, p. 78)
2.

Lower teacher expectations for and thus reduced effort

students from CT,s l-1-3-l-14 vs. students from CT l_l-5 in
the 00 and 0l- courses is extremely unlikely as it is
by
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difficult

to identify and separate students into

such

groupings.
Radwanski's declaration that the practice of

streaming is a social injustice is reflected in many other
studies. One by J. Oakes, Keeping Track, suggests that
schools should cease in replicating the inequities of

society. The practice of tracking, Oakes argues, d.oes just
that; it is rrresponsible for a large measure of day-to-day
schooling inequities.rr (t-985, p. 2O5)
Another study that condemns this practice is the
Goodlad study, 'A PLace Ca77ed SchooT (1984) . In it, Goodlad
discusses the restriction of the access to knowredge through
the process known as tracking. Studies indicate, Goodlad
writes, rrthat minority students and those from the l-owest
soeioeconomic aroups have been found in disproportionate
nunbers in classes at the lowest track levels, and children
from upper socioeconomic levels have been found to be
consistentty overrepresented in higher tracks.rr (p. L52)
Goodlad's findings suggest acute inequalities
regarding students' access to knowledge and pedagogical
practices. StudenÈs enrolled in the rrlor¡¡ tracksrr h/ere
provided less satisfactory teaching and learning conditions
than students in either the rrmiddlerr or rrhighrr tracks where
conditions improved progressively. An intriguing aspect of
his study relates to what was discovered in untracked
classes. These classes containing students of mixed ability
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and achievement, Goodlad discovered, enjoyed curricular

content, pedagogy and crass climate normarly reserved for
rrhighrr track classes (p. 156)
Goodlad suggests that rrschools mirror inequalities
in the surrounding society" and he suggests that the true
measure of equal educationar opportunity is not equal access
but rather equal outcomes! (p. 161-)
The reason for this hiqh percentage of disadvantaged
and minority students being located in the rowest track
level-s may refÌect lower skill levels, but it quite possibly
may be the result of what Goodrad and others have referred
to as the self furfilling prophecy or Expectation Theory or
Labering Theory where peopler âs coleman and Hoffer state,
live up or down to others expectations of them or labels
attached to them. (p. 23i,)

3. There is a difficulty in offering alternative programs
for students who may be perceived as trat riskt.
The suggestion by Wehlage et al is that schools

be partially

may

at faurt due to their cateqories and labers for
l-ow achievers or drop outs (those at risk) . The use of
these categories may create stereotypes that btind educators
and poricy makers. The use of these categories also draws
away from the ways schools themselves contribute to academic
failure (p.73)
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This difficulty for NMC to provide al-ternative
programs that are supposed to assist students at risk f,âY,
in fact, bê one of the rnajor reasons for the success of the
school- and the students that attend.

4. A mixture of students from CT's l-l-3-1L4 and CT 11-5 wil-I
occur in almost every class. Student contact is not
restricted by ability or, in numerous instances, age.
The students from CT's 1-1-3-i-14 are encountering and

befriending students, both insÍde and outside of school,
who come from environments (CT l-1-5 and perhaps the Hong Kong
Visa students) where education is perceived as valuable; the
development of educational support systems. Perhaps at NMC'
social bonding to peers and adults occurs. Perhaps
appropriate rol-e modeling transpires at this school due to a
core of able students which creates positive school- ethos.
(Rutter et al |

L979)

5. Students encounter a majority of the teachers in at
least one and frequently more than one course during theír
four years at Nel-son Mclntyre Collegiate. Contact between
students and teachers is more frequent than one would expect
in a typical high school.
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Hoffer suggest that one of the rnajor
reasons for parents refusing to accept larger schools is, in
fact, their value of the closeness between teacher and
student that tends to develop in schools of a smaller size.
(p. 37') This can encourage the development of valuable,
supporting relationships between people; the creation of
rrsocial- capitaltt that is encouraged by the low nurnbers of
teachers and students in the classes and the schools. (pp.
Coleman and

22]- & 238)

A majority of the teachers at

NMC

have been working

at the school for rnany years. There has been very IittIe
movement at the school either with teachers or
adninistrators. As a result a cadre or core of teachers
still exists at NMC that may prove to be a preservative of
this particular school environment. There may be a certain
consistency at the school that has been preserved. The new
teachers that may enter the school do so infrequently and in
such low numbers so as to possibly have a negligible inpact
on this environment.

This static staffing situation at NMC may result in
the teachers becoming characters that Norwood fanilies come
to know. The attendance of brothers and sisters' and in
numerous instances, even parents at NMC might resuLt in the
families developing a farniliarity with school its staff
and environnent.' The younger siblings entering the school
and the parents that send thern nay do so v¡ith a greater than
average understanding of what goes on there.
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These new students and their parents may feel

comfortable with the policies and practices at Nelson

Mclntyre Collegiate. More importantly, perhaps a certain
level of support has been created for the school, its staff
and its practices, in the children even before they enroll.
The study of fourteen schools (Wehlage et a1., l-989)

indicates that there are schools that have been effective in
reducing the risk of students dropping out. There are a
certain set of cultural norms that have been recognized as
being effective with at-risk students.
V,Iehlage et al. suggest four teacher bel-iefs or
values along with sets of related behaviors that constitute
positive teacher culture that encouragte student mernbership
and engagement. They suggest that teachers must feel
accountable for student success. There is, they insist,
more to being a teacher than merely teaching. One must not
fail to consider the rrextended role of the teachertr where
the teacher is persistent with and tolerant with students;
and optiinistic about student potential for learning. (p.
r_3

5-8

)

Several of the schools that Wehlage et aI (l-989)
have investigated are able to engage potential dropouts in

educational activities and keep them in school. one
successful characteristic of these schools is that the
students interact with successful adults who can encourage
their development. Also the curricuLum can assist in
providing rra rich set of experiences that is likely to
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stimulate students, aspirations and interests. ItGood
schoolsrr, they suggest, rrMust provide the stirnulus of a
personal vision that motj-vates the effort and commitment to
achieve. rr (p. 23)
These schools that e:<hibit a positíve teacher
culture as it relates to the beliefs and behaviors teachers
have toward students appear to also possess certain common
working conditions. Wehlage et aI. suggest that these
conditions which result in school ownership for teachers
include: educational entrepreneurship, which they perceive
as relating to teachers being witling to take risks in the
creation of alternative curricula and structures; selfgovernance and democratic decision-making, where the staff
have considerable informal influence in the school;
Collegia1ity , or rrrel-ations among teachers that are
supportive of professional efforts.rr (pp. L38-43)
This particular teacher culture and school st.ructure
may be linked Èo a teacher's sense of school ownership and
willingness to invest themselves in helping at-ri-sk
students. The smallness of a school can promote one-on-one
relatíonships which is an essential precondition to helping
students overcome irnpediments to membership and engagement.
(Wehlage et aI, p 1,47)
As has already been stated, the staff is rather
autonomous due to the specific structure and functioning of
the school's organization and administration. This combined
with a decentralized administrative style, made more
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possible due to the smallness of the school and the
confidence in a well established staff, appears to produce a
lack of rigidity in rule enforcement. Frequently teachers
are al-lowed to pursue what they perceive to be most
appropriate even if this countermands earlier policy
decisions. rrThere isrtt tfehlage et aI write, rrstrong
evj-dence that course failure and school disciplinary
problems, in combination with chaotic personal, social and
family background conditions contribute to dropping out.rl
(1-989, p. 36) School policies and practices, they suggest,
contribute to the probl-ems of at-risk youths.
Educators, Wehlage et al write, must reduce
isolation, alienation and promote the desire to continue
development of their intellectual and physical capabilities.
(p 1,t2) Their study suggests that a great many students are
in danger of leaving school because of the impact of people
wíthin the school.
They have experienced a series of failures and

received a host of messages from adults and
peers that they are not worthy. The inevitable
consequence is disengagement and alienation from
school. fn the face of an institution that
communicates failure, inadequacy and rejection,
the bonds of trust and affection that sustain
people in social settings for common purpose are
broken or dininished. The institution itself
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Ioses legitimacy in the eyes of these students.
Engagement in the work of being a student is
rejected because to try and fail again is
further confirmation of oners inadequacj-es. To
refuse engagement and to deny the legitimacy of
school activities may be an attempt on the parÈ
of students to assert their control and
superiority over the institution that would make
thein feel worthless. (p. 25)
Successful schools, Wehlage et a1 contend, must

be

caring places. This rrethic of caringrr, suggests Ne1
Nodding, is an essential part of teaching. rrEach of us is a
relationally defined entity and not a totally autonomous
agent. Our goodness and our wickedness are both, ât least
in part, induced, supportec, enhancedt ot dirninished by the
interventions and influence of those with whom we are
rel-ated.rr (1988, p. 222) Teachers, Saville-Troike
explains, rfhold a tremendously prestigious and influential
posi-tion in the eyes of children, and this carries with it a
responsibility which v/e cannot take lightly.tr (Savi11eTroike, L976, p. 65,)
The student must be rrattached, committed, involved
and has a belief in the norms, activities

and people of an

institution.rr (i^Tehlage et aI , p.LL7 ) All students have
need for group membership; the need for positive
relationship with adults; the need to acquire skills and

a
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fnowfeaje; and the need to develop a sense of competence.
Two essential requirements to stop dropouts though appear to
be educational engagement and school membership. (Ch. 7)
As a result of the school size, both in terms of its
physical dimensions and the number of students and staff,
the length of employment at NMC and experience in educatÍon,
an environment is perhaps created at the school where
personal contact between students and the teachers and
administration is enhanced. Teachers may have a strong
sense of compassion and caring for the students they teach
at this school. Perhaps students sense this support by the
teachers of the school and perform and achieve at enhanced
academic levels.

Summary

of Important Considerations

Educational policy in Manitoba reflects the belief

that there is a strong association between socioeconomic
disadvantage and the educational risk of a student. Low
income and education leve1s of parents are frequently cited
as major components of socieoeconomic disadvantage and thus
major contributors to the educational risk of a student.
Coming from a low socioeconomic background, Wehlage
et aI. write, ilây signify certain kinds of fanily stresses
(p. 37). These may enhance a
and personal difficulties
student's educational risk of failing to complete school.
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Socioeconomic factors though, in themselves, may be

insufficient forces. These factors, though, combined with a
lack of support and encouragement from the home, community
and school j-n combination with chaotic personal, social, and
family conditions may prove to be overwhelming. It is this
interaction of the environments of the homef cornmunity and
school- and the people within these environments, that may
determine the level of risk of students in school. The
particular settings and the scale of these settì-ngs may have
a dramatic influence on the ]evel or mass of stress and
difficulties, of alienation and loss of commitment in
schooling that each student faces.
A number of hypotheses have evolved from the
literature that will serve as the basis for a series of
interview questions for recent graduates from NMC.
Norwood's apparent isolation may have resulted in
the development of a separated community where the residents
of the community share and support the educational values,
policies and practices of NMC. A value concensus may exist
in this community.
" The home environment may provide the necessary
encouragement and support for what goes on in school or it
can cause it to be rejected by the child. These home
influences can include a great number of factors such as
parental support of the actions of the teachers and the
administration of the school-. AIso the education levels of
the parents and even the quantity and quality of reading
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materials in the home can each send a message to the child
regarding the parents' educational expectations. Will low
education and income levels of the parents of CTrs i-i-3-114,
though, mean that the home influences will be generally
unsupportive of educational activities?
The particular nature of this school, its size and
composition may play an important part in the success of
these students. Certain situations may occur which provide
more opportunities for students to develop the necessary
school membership or socíaI bonding and educationat
engagement. The environment of NMC and the people within
this environment may encourage the creation of a
comfortable, supportive learning environment that reduces
the risk for disadvantaged students.

CHAPTER ITT
METHODOLOGY

Research Design

Briefly, the design of the study involved several
steps:

First, relevant data r¡¡as acqui_red of the district of
Norwood from a variety of sources including historical
documents and the data from Statistics Canada.
Second, the students who came from Census Tracts j_l_3
and r1-4, the area being studied, and who were in attendance
at the school during the L99o-91 school year v/ere
determined.

Third, the records of these students regarding
attendance, in-school behavior, and academic performance
vreiì:e conpiled and analyzed.
Fourth, a list of those students who graduated during
the past three years and resided in Census Tracts i-j-3 and
1,1-4

was conpiled.

Fifth, a random sample was taken from this 1ist to
form the interviev¡ list.
Sixth, a preliminary questionnaire arising from the
literature revie!,/ T¡ras prepared.
Seventh, each of the subjects was contacted and
interview dates \^¡ere established.
Eighth, the interviehrs h/ere transcrj-bed and analyzed
44
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considering the ínplications of the literature revíew.
Ninth, each of the subjects was again contacted and
again interviewed. The results from these intervier¡¡s \^/ere
included in the finat transcriptions and analysis.

Procedure

1-. Student Overview (CT1s l-13-1-'l-4)
The initial analysis of student performance and
behavior at Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate included 1-25 of the
members of the sample group; aII of the members of the
sample group who completed at least one course in the first
semester of the 1989-90 school year (see Tab1e 3).
2. Description of the

Respondents

The sample group from which the respondents for this
study I¡Iere selected was the graduates of Nelson Mclntyre
Collegiate who had residences in either Census Tract 113 or
LL4

at the tíme of their graduation during the years

1-988-

1990.

This sample
did not include those students who were registered as either
Mature or Visa students. Graduates who moved to settings
outside of Winnipeg vlere not be included in the interview
sample. Additional linitations may have existed if some
The sample design has some limitations.
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subjects felt they must rnodify their responses as a teacher
of the school was the one posing the questions'
a

Interviews

The two sets of six interviews, which constitute the
random sarnple from Census Tracts l-13 and ]-:-4 ' were acquired
from the Nel-son Mclntyre Collegiate graduates who resided in

Tracts 113 and 114 durÍng the graduation year and
graduated within the past three years of the study (1988Census

e0).

interview of each of the six subjects,
utilizing the first series of questions' $¡as completed. The
questions were developed from the implications of the
literature that was reviewed in the previous chapter'
This first set of interviel{s was conducted during
the month of December | 7ggo. All intervie$¡s I'üere taperecorded and transcribed. Interviews were conducted, on the
basís of the respondent's preference, in either an office at
Nelson Mclntyre collegiate or a restaurant in the area of
An initial

the school.
The second set of intervielÀIs vtas conducted after all

transcriptions and related. analysis of the first interviews
have taken place. The second interviews of these same six
subjects had two rnajor purposes - to ensure the accuracy of
the initiat transcriptions by having the subjects read and
respond to the initial transcriptions and secondly, to have
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the opportunity to pursue any questions that may have
emerged from the initial interviews.
The results of the interviews, in conjunction with
the literature, will, it is intended, shed some light on the
degree the particular environments, and the associated
individuals, of the home, the school, and the Norwood
community have played in the educational success of the
students of Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate.

CHAPTER

IV

ÏNTERVIEVIS AND ANALYSTS

Each of the six sections of this chapter provides

a

perspective of a graduate of Nel_son Mcfntyre Collegiate.
while only excerpts $¡ere included in each sectionr âs some
transcriptions are over 40 pages in length, the intent was
to maintain both the overall sentiment of each interview
and, additionally, to provide an analysis of the rnaterial.
The unedited transcripts have been preserved and are
available upon request.
Marie

Marie, the first of the six graduates interviewed,
provides a description of the community, home, and. school_
that, in a number of details, is quite similar to the
experiences of the others.
Marie was born in Norwood in L970. She lives in the
family home with her older brother, younger sister and her
father and mother. Her mother works as a waitress and her
father is employed as a receiver at a nearby hospital. The
family continues to reside in the same house they have lived
in for 29 years.
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Marie attended Norwood's elementary school and

junior high school before attending Nelson Mclntyre
Collegiate. It was at Queen Elizabeth Junior Hiqh School
where I first encountered Marie as a student in one of the
classes I taught. Her school attendance \átas exemplary; for
the first eight years of schooling her absences totalled 1.5
days. Her attendance at Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate was a
reflection of her previous attendance record with few
absences in her high school classes.
Marie's academic record in junior high indicates
that she achieved grades in the 7OZ to 90å range. Her
grades continued to improve slightly throughout grades seven
and eight. The statement of final standing at NMC indicates
a reduction of marks throughout grades ten to twelve which
she attributed to a growing desire to get out and work.
er compulsory courses (such as Eng1ish, Math,
Science and Social Studies) hlere completed with a najority
of grades being recorded between 602 and 70?. The grades
Marie achieved in her option courses (9 courses) though,
$/ere, for the most part, higher wíth marks averaging 73e".
The interview took place at NMC one afternoon after
last c1ass. Marie began the interviehl by briefly describing
what she had done since graduation.
.medical- secretary course at Success
Business College and then f worked at Health
Sciences.
I still work there now as a medical
secretary (Marie has been engaged by this
ernployer for two and t/2 years).

I took

a
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The conversation shifted to Marie's preparation, or

rather, lack of it, for this form of

ernployment.

If I had known then what I know no\^I, I would
have taken....Actually I didn't want to go to
school for very long when f was in grade 12, but
now I would have taken different courses and
stuff. Àctually nohl I want to take the courses
I actually need. But it would have been easier
to have taken the courses back then. I want to

go into radiology or a lab tech. I need all my
sciences and I only have a couple of them.
I
Actuatly I just took Bio 2OO and that's it.
never took no Chern or Physics. I am going to
have to start from the botton.

Marie appears determíned to pursue a career in

science. She discussed, v¡ith no apparent hesitation, the
number of hurdles that she still faces in order to achieve
this goat. That she must take several science courses that
she could have taken while in attendance at NMC does not,
appear to disturb her.
I am still going to work and I am going to take
them at night or by correspondence. I have to
take my Math, my Bio 300, Chem 300 and Physics
300 and I have to take two years at RRCC. The

other ten months is in the hospital.
I always have liked medicine. It's just that
when I was in grade 12 I didn't realIy want to
go into five years of extra schooling. So I just
look sornething else kind of easy, I guess.
$iorking in the hospital I see alL the different
kind of things I wish I could be instead of just
a secretary.
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A question I felt compelled to ask, after Marie
described the difficul-ties

of her, hras whether there
I¡/as anything that could have been done to encourage her at
school to take these necessary courses.
ahead

f don't think so.
Cause back then I
just...actually you want to get out...f don,t
know. Well I did anlruay. I guess I was tired
of school. Even if anybody would have said you
should take this and that, I don't think I would
have l-istened. I don't know, I didn't know what
I wanted to do. . . like better than what I did.
In the second interview Marie did suggest one way in
which some of her difficulties in this area night have been
alleviated.
I don't know how they could do this.
I don't
know even if the kids woul-d listen or even if I

would have listened then either but lots of
times I didn't know any of the subjects I needed
to get into university. I just knew I had a
university entrance, T. think, but not for
anything I wanted now. I think maybe they
should let people know exactly what you would
need for a certain subject. I don't know how
that would work but have like career day and
people from university telling
you what
requirements you need to get in.
Then maybe
people would know even if they wanted to go
into, lets sêy, general science. Then they
would know that they would need all their rnath
and sciences. I don't think I knew that back
then.

I don't think I woul-d have asked back then but
if people hrere telling us the information
instead of having to ask for it...You know,
rnaybe. I'm not real1y sure if f would have
listened then either but I know now I would have
listened (laughter).
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Actually if it wasn't for my mom I wouldn't have
taken any courses at all, like Success and
stuff.
I wanted to take a year off and stuff,
but f am glad I didn't. She made me go back to
school. So I got started at Health Sciences
righÈ a$/ay. I like it but I just wish I could
be higher up there.
She never made me do anything. But I always
felt guilty if I didn't do what she told me to
do.
I always listened to her.
!r7e11, not
always, I guess, but in the irnportant things f
did. Even if I didn,t study and she didn,t know
about it, f would feel guilty when I got back.
I always wanted to do good in school but without
her f don't think I would have. You know I
would have felt guilty if I didn't do good. She
More than anything else
heJ-ped me a lot.
actua11y.

Home

Life
While Marj-e explained that her recent interest

in radiology was largely due to the influence of the doctor
she nov¡ works for, she continued to express a deep
appreciation for the support of her parents, especially her
mother.

They always told me that education to them is
very important. They just always would say that
because they don't have the schoo1ing... like ny
mom would love a job like I have but she could
never go back to school. l.Iell that's what she
figures. f guess she could. She always tells
us that she never wants us to work as hard as
they did all their lives to get where they are.
She stilI does.
Marie describes her home as one that provided, and
continues to provide, êfl envíronment that offered little

in

the way of specific learning materials or learning
strategies. There v/ere, for example, few encouragements to
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read as a result of linited materials and few parental

exampÌes. As Marie stated, rr my mom and dad don't like to
readrr. Marie's parents, though, did offer much
encouragement in other ways. This came prinarity from both
parents sharing, with their children, the hardships they
encountered, from insufficient education themselves. It
appears that they offered what they had not received from

their parents-a constant reminder of the value of
education and support for its acquisition.

an

Schoo} Life
The particular individuals that Marie encountered at
NMC

and the small scal-e of this school appear to have been

comforting aspects of Marie's school Iife. Smaller-scaled
structures appear to promote interactions between the people
of those structures. The characteristics of those
individuals in the smaller-scaled structures become even
more significant to the overall clinate of the structures.
The increased amount and the kinds of contact Marie
experienced with the people at NMC seems to have been

significant and valuable to her.
It was friendly and it was comfortable. I know
that the people here care. It would make me
uncomfortable not to know what the teachers were
like and what the students that went there v/ere
l-ike.

There
The teachers were all nice and friendly.
guess
grumpy
I
r¡rere never really any
teachers.
the main reason \^tas because it was so small.
You pretty well knew everybody. So at least you
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have seen them once before. You always knew all
the teachers pretty well because you've always
either just had them or had them the year
before.

f guess what made it the best is all your
friends are here. You just talked to more
people in a day. You always had classes with
all your friends. If the friends that you do
have always say \,thy are you studying and all
this stuff it kind of makes you feeL that I
guess I won't study if they're not. But all ny
friends always did. They always took time to do
their work. I quess their parents are all the
same too.

f I weII, I woul-dn't want to go a large school.
It would just seem that the teachers might not
have enough time. It seemed like it was so much
easier to learn when you're in a small class.
If the teacher is explaining something and you
need help, there is not so many people to ask in
front of and stuf f . I liked a smal-l school. I
would rather see a face I know than one that I

don't.

Marie appears to have valued the cl-ose contact that
existed between people she was both faniliar and comfortable
with. Friendships $¡ere made with students on both sides of

St. Mary's Road. She indicated that while there appeared to
be larger homes in the Flats, there was no apparent
distinction between the students on either si-de of St.
Mary's Road. One begins to wonder if her impressions of NMC
as being a good school though are based on an environment
that underernphasises academic achievement. This is
suggested in several of Marie's statements regarding the
qualities she highly regarded in both the expectations of
the school- and trer fellow students.
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I know in every group there are bad people but
basically they r,rere good students. I don't mean
academically but personality wise.
I heard about other teachers at different
schools frorn some of my friends and they said
that they were given a lot of homework. People
that went to LR, they had four or five hours a
night. That's just high school! I don't think
I could have gone through that. But this is
we had homework. I rernember that'
different.
but it never made you sit at home for five hours
and that v/as all you ever did. I think that
I think it
woul-d make me hate a school.
wouldn't make me learn. I can't see any child
in grade 1-0 or 11 spend that much tirne, that
many hours, o[ homework.
The teachers were really nice and I guess this
ís what mattered. They always cared. If you
ever had any trouble or problems they would
always ask. They would explain things properly,
like over and over again and, if not, they would
back after class. Everybody
teII you to come tltm
here after class, so come
would always sây,
back then.'
I think it is important to know that if you vtere
having trouble with something that the teacher
will be there to help you. I think that's
important!

The Cornmunity

IrIeIl, Norwood is a quiet area. I guess that is
the most inportant thing. The people that live
around there are mostly older people with
fanilies and the children are...I can't say the
children are all good but they don't, as far as
I know, do bad things. They don't vandalize and
sÈuff like that. That has never happened in my
place, anyr^ray. Around my litt1e area anlrway.
Marie spent all of her leisure time in the Norwood

area. Her parents appear to have felt that Norwood was a
safe place for children. They did not want her to go beyond
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this community's boundaries. The Norwood residents, her
friends and their parents, appear to have reinforced many of
the values her parents prornoted.
I guess it would depend on the frj-ends that I
had and what they thought was good and bad. I
giuess that reflects on you. I just remember
thern [friends' parents] saying how important it
always was Ito do well at school] especially
JR's parents. (laughter) They,re just like ny
parents. They acted just the same.
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Arnold

Arnold's perceptions of his home, his community, and
his school echoes, in many J-nstances, what had previousry
been stated by Marie. As Arnold revealed more about his
experiences in this community it became apparent that while
he shared Mariers appreciation of f-iving in a secure
community, unlike Marie he would on occasion defend it from
invaders.

Arnold graduated froin

in j-999 at the age of
eighteen. The statement of Finar standing indicates an
average grade of 672 for the eleven compulsory courses at
NMC and an average grade of 742 for the nine option courses.
Arnold missed an average of 10 days for each of his first
nine years in the Norwood school system. This tended to
also be the case for his cl-asses at NMC. These absences
were explained during the second interview when he explained
that he was susceptibte to throat infections and that at
least once a year he would develop a severe case of strep
throat which would cause hirn to miss school.
There is no record of Arnol-d having been sent to the
office for any disciplinary action during his years at NMC.
Nor can r recall any situation where such action wourd have
been required" This behavior is, in many respects, typical
of most students who attended NMC.
Arnold and r met at NMC one day after classes had
ended. The interview took approximatery 45 minutes, but a
NMC
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contínuation of the conversation, primarily regarding recent
automobile acquisitions, alterations and rosses extended the
conversation till- 7:oo pm, approximatery one hour beyond the
interview itseÌf.
Arnold has lived onry in Norwood. He attended two
schools of the Norwood school Division, Archwood for grades

i-

I and NMC for grades 9 - Lz. He has rived in the same
house for these years with his father, mother and two
sisters, one older and one younger than hin. Arnoldrs
father drives tractor trailersi he has done so for many
years. His mother works as a cook at a school. One of
Arnold's sisters in enrolled in a junior high school in
Norwood and the other sister is currentry unemproyed but
taking courses at a business school.
Arno1d is currently enrolled in a one-year program
studying diesel mechanics at a conmunity college in
I.iinnipeg. His choice appears to be prirnarily due to the
influence of his father:

f

have always been around trucks,

heawy

equipment and that. Every sunmer I would be ofi
with rny dad in the truck.

while Arnold got involved in trucks as a result of
his father, he did not make the same choice regarding the
form of involvement. This also apparently is a result of
the influence of his father.
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If you vrant to have a farnily you don't drive.
don't drive.

You

The Communitv

It l¡/as safe, you knor,,I, a very nice place
live. I like it.
My cousins lived downtown. They vrere ahvays
getting into fights and stuff like that. Not
around here. No real prejudice. Nothingr Do
prejudice about anything.
Àrnold continued to describe the prejudice his
cousins encounter downtown due to their native ancestry,
prejudi-ce, Arnold indicated, he did not encounter in
No.rwood. Norwood, he suggests, is different from the rest,
of the city of winnipeg, especially downtown and the reasons
for such differencesr- Arnotd berieves are the result of the
influence of the surroundings and the people within them.

Norwood is different.

It is quieter. It is
boring to live here. I donrt know, therers not
much happening. No gangs and stuff.
!{e11, yoü know it is realIy not too close to
downtown and all those influences.
Here are
more houses than arcades around, I think. There
aren't too many kids hanging around any more.
There is not that heavy traffic flow like
downtown or even in Charlesrvood.
I think a lot of the people make the difference.
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of those people Arnold indicated who made a
very great difference for him were his parents. He
suggested having both parents at home provided the support
that he required. As he stated, rrlf one is not there for
yoü, then the other one is.fr Arnold noticed a trend that is
not limited to the farnilies of Norwood - that while in
elementary school a rnajority of his friends had both parents
Iiving at horne, but that divorce and single parent families
tended to increase as he got older.
Some

A lot of the people I know from this school,
well in elementary they still had both parents
living at home and then they got to this school
and started getting a tittle more people with
single parents and that - divorced. You know, I
started getting to know more people with one
parent or no parents.
While growing up, Arnold spent little

time outside
his conmunity. He estimates that, like most of the other
graduates interviewed and all of his friends, he spent
approximately 75? of his leisure time in Norwood.

Most of the people I know, they lived around
here and they usually stayed around here.
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The irnportance of having a safe community will be

a

theme conmon to all of the interviews.

In Arnol_drs case
though he has provided an instance where this safety was not
only enjoyed and expected but al-so protected.

There was this one incident where some guys came
down from East Kildonan and Chris kind of got
into something with one of them.
We1I, the
guys left and sa j-d they. were going to get their
friends. So, I guess they must know a lot of
people around their neighborhood.

Chris decided to get his friends. So he started
calling friends and r^re aII started calling
everyone vre knew from around here. By the time
they got back there was about 50 of us. And
they came back with l-0. We all just got
together in one yard and hid behind a 8 ft. taII
fence. We let them stop and Chris vras there.
They said, rrwhere vrere your friends?fr And we
all jumped up on the fence. They high-tailed it
out.

all of these people would help Chris,
Arnold quickly summed it up in one word, rrFriendstt, he said,
rrthey make you feel safe.rl
hlhen asked why
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the

Home

Arnold describes a home with parents who were
supportive of his schooling. They did not themselves
graduate from schoor (grade 6 and grade 4) nor did they have
much contact wíth NMc. They did not attend parent-teacher
interviews. Yet they did nake it clear to Àrnor-d that he
must complete his schooling. Arnord explained two methods
that his parents employed, one by directive and the other by
example.

They would tell me to do ny homework. They
would just telt me to do it. I just did it.

Well, fty sister didn't complete high school and
she didn't have a job for 3 or 4 years. So he
Ifather] kept saying that, ttif you donrt
complete high school, yourll turn out like your
sister. rr ( Iaughter)
f wanted to get a job, a better job than if f
didn't giraduate.
Arnold's mother appears to have played the dominant
role in raising Arnold, at l-east during the early years of
his life due to the work schedul-e of the father.

I $ras rea11y small he !,Jas never home. He
would be gone for about a month and then he
would come home and if I was awake I would look
at hirn and start crying because f didnrt know
When

who he $/as.
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SchooI

Arnold's description of

like so many of the
others, concentrated on two aspects - the size or scale of
the school and the particular people who could be found in
this school.
NMC,

ft is a good, smal1 school. I liked the class
size. They were small enough so you could get
help during class. You know almost everybody.
Nice teachers and nice people that go there.
Arnold indicated that he thought his fellow students
provided some assistance for hirn at school although he
provided littl-e elaboration of this point. His description

of the teachers of

NMC

begins with such phrases as

rrgood

teachersrf and |tthey taught welIrr. He indicated that the

teachers, rrwanted you to do your bestrr. Yet, what Arnol-d
appears to have valued most about the teachers of NMC was
that they were approachable and, as he saíd, rrthey r¡¡ere just
thererr.
Arnol-d appears to have placed a great deal of

importànce in the connection he was able to make with the

teachers of the school. The ease at which one got to

the teachers and the friendly relations that developed

know
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between student and staff appear to have been hÍghIy

regarded by Arnold.
The portrait of

that Arnol-d has painted has been
shared with his younger sister. His discussion of rthe
weird teachers (laughter), the remote controlled car that
the staff nember runs around the hallhrays, the teacher's
rnoods, Mr. Brownrs unending storiesrr, will all j_nfl_uence her
perceptions of the school long before she ever sets foot in
the building.
NMC
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Ken

Ken shared many impressions about growing up in

that

very simil-ar to the other qraduates/
stories.
One aspect of Ken,s story that did distinguish ít
from the others v/as the amount of tine he spent outside of
Norwood and the number of friends he possessed outside of
the community. Ken appears to have, more than any of the
other graduates, been substantially influenced by forces
external to Norwöod.
Ken was born in t97O. He has lived his entire life
in the Norwood area and he has attended several of the
schools that exist in the Norwood School Division. His
Statement of Final Standing indicates that except for
Physical Education, Automotive, and Mathematics 3Ol-, Ken's
final standing for his courses in grades 10, 1t- and L2 are
in the SOeo to 602 range. Ken graduated in June of L988 and
since graduation he has pursued two desires - playing
organized sports and joining the potice force.
Ken began by providing a description of himself and
his farnily.
Norwood

\¡¡ere

I have a brother who is turning 1-6. I have a
sj-ster who is 11- and my mom and dad. I went to
K.G. school for elementary, but K.G. is nohT
closed. I lived right next door to it. f have
lived there as far as I can rememberi that v/as
like probably grades 1- to 5 or something. And
then in grade 5, we moved across the back lane
to a different house. Í.' ve always been near the
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sûhool and I've grown up there my whole life.
I
went to K.G. for elementary and then e.n. for
one year. f went to Archwood for one year for
grade 8 and here [NMC] for 9 to L2. And then I
went for one year of university at the U of M in
Arts.
Now I am working servicing overhead doors but
not residential ones. I have just been doing
that for 3 months. So that's just a filler in.

f am aiming to get into the police force. ûteII,
f will eventually but it,s just a matter of

time.

Ken has a very concrete

set of goals that he wishes
to achieve, goals that he apparently established 1ong ago
for himself. He has clarified, for himself, both the
official requi-rements for entry into his intended career as
well âs, what he presumes to be, a number of unofficial
quarifications that night restrict entry to his intended
career path.

I knew ever since I $ras in grade, I donrt know
if I knew, but I 'd hoped ever since I v/as in
grade 10 that I would be in the police force. f
have uncl-es and like through ny o$¡n environment
when I have been growing up. you spend the
sunmers at the lake and our whole lake...it. is a
very small lake but there ar.e police all around
the lake. So I have been getting the atrnosphere
of police life since f was a young kid. I have
known that is what I wanted to do, so f
just..".f
donrt have any other desires to do
anything e1se. Like I don't know what I would
do if I couldnrt be a policeman.
You have to have a grade L2 education, a
Canadian citizen, legalIy you have to be l_g
years of age but they wonrt take you. Irve
already been through the whole thing twice but
f'm stil1 too young. They don't like taking you
until you are 2L or ZZ. And you canrt háve a
críminal record. And thatrs it. And...then of
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course there are 1itt1e helpers like if you are
a minority or if you can speak an extra language
l-ike if you have an extra language like French,
and if you are a hroman. That all heJ-ps, those
three things.

actively pursued this plan to enter the
police force. He has written the entry tests and scored in
the top 22. He has talked with a number of his relatives
who are in the police force in order to prepare for the
kinds of questions in the intervie$/ segment of the process.
He is also planning to coach hockey in order to meet the
community involvement component. There seems Iittle doubt
in his mind that he will succeed. As he states, ttI want to
Ken has

be in...f

'11 make sure Itm in before I't¡

22.t1

Ken's determination and single mindedness regardíng

entry into the potice force helps to provide some
understanding of his short-lived experience at the
University of Manitoba.

f couldn't get into Socj-ology. So that wrecked
ny first year right there because now I'm a year
behind. Cause you have your first year Soc.
before you can go into Criminology. So I took
courses that I didn,t reaI1y like.
But f
figured that I arn going to have to get started.
Like so I took Psych. and Philosophy and
History" And f wasn't having a very good year
because I guess in the back of ny mind I was
figured f $/as working for nothing. You know
like f $rasn't getting ahead. You know because f
wasn't getting my goal accomplished. I finished
the year and f passed the courses but then
ah...that summer again...t^Ihat happened was I had
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another try with the team but I knew ahead of
tirne that I wasn't going back to school. I had
a job lined up. I wanted to take a year off. I
guess I was so mad that I got ripped off that
wây, I guess. So I went and tried out for the
team an I stuck there f or a long tirne. I r^¡as
there for 2 months.
Then I came back and I'm still working. And I
just...I
can't see rnyself...and no$/ I,m told
that I don't have to go and get my Crim. what
ever degree or what ever that would be to get
into the police. So I'm going to work and frm
doing other things that are going to help rne get
in.
Like I'm playing hockey and that helps.
But once f'm done hockey I am going to help
coach and do volunteer type stuff.
They love
that sort of thing so. That is what they look
for. There is a whole list of things you have
to do and if you can't do one well you fill it.
in with two other things.

The Community

I don't know. I guess I'd have to say that it
is ver]¡ smaIl. f know everybody in the whole
area. Like not the older people and that but f
just know most of the peoþte- in the area like
even those 3 years older than me and 3 years

younger than

me.

just because when you are a young
kid if you are riding your bicycle and kids who
you hang out with and they have their friends
and like say if you have a friend and you are
all friends and stuff like that.
!rlel-l- you know

sets of friends, those he grew up
with in Norwood and associated with at school and in the
community as well newer friendships he developed frorn his
involvement in the hockey league after age 15.
Ken possessed two
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Most of my friends growing up $/ere in my school

like John and Jinmy and Tod and those guys.
in ny kindergarten and they all
lived in the same area too. So we mostly hung
out. But that's who my basic friends hrere when
I was young just before NMC. Maybe this rnight
be different from anyone else's but because I
played hockey in a higher level, I played with
people all over
say St.Boniface and River
and
Transcona.
So
then you spend a lot of
East
tirne with those people, they're your friends.
They were all

Ken appears to be the only one interviewed who
possessed a large number of friends outside of Norwood or
NMC. This association, Ken believes, has had a substantial
impact on him.

You don't have time for those people you
previously did. So now you hang out with them.
Like I changed so much as a person because of
who f hung out with. I keep thinking to myself
what wouLd I be like if I didn't play hockey and
I didn't meet those people and I hung out with
some of the same people that I used to hang out
with in grade 6. I see how they are today and
And I wonder if maybe
we are much different.
it's because of the people who they hang out
with. Not that they're bad people but it. is
just that they hang out together and f wouldn't
have been exposed to, I don't know, just
different ways to dress.
In St. Vital there are people with higher
incornes and parents give them a 1ot of money and
stuff like that for clothing. So you see you
get exposed to different clothing. I would have
never ever have seen that at this school. Like
f brought some clothing to this school when I
was in grade 9 that no one reaIly v¡ore. Cause I
guess...you know the Polo ad stuff like that.
Like maybe ol-der people did like teachers but
none of the kids did when hre were in grade 9
It was nice
could wear clothing like that.
you
things and
want those things so what I had
to do vÍas save my money to buy these things.
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And he would just ask his parents you know, just

buy me this type thing...

you are friends with these people and you
just want to...It
is just clothing that you
would like Èo have. But you had to dress up for
games and you needed these sort of things and
you did not want to look like a grub or what
ever. You see what they r¡/ere wearing and then
you see how the people from St. Vital would
start getting this. And so I wanted the same
thing too" So I started saving up. Ànd I would
buy my ov¡n things rnyself . f wouldn, t get ny
parents to buy it. I would just save the money.
You know a couple of times I wouldn,t be able to
go out with them...f couldn,t go because I $/as
thinking that next week I could go out and buy
this sweater or something like that.
Now

The students at Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate tended

not to distinguish themselves by clothing, accordj-ng to Ken.
There seemed to be little difference between what the
students from The F1ats wore and those students from East
Norwood. The greater wealth that existed in The Flats
appears not to have been revealed, ât least in this fashion,
in the school.
The people that I used to hang around with,
they'd wear....Iike uh...they didn't hrear dress
pants to school. It wasn't a preppy school. At
a school like one high school in St. Vital, they
would rirear dress pants or nice rugby pants type
thing and wear a nice Polo top or something.
The people here just wore jeans and T shirts.

I guess if I hadn't been exposed to this nehr
stuff, I would have thought this hras just fine.
I would have thought the $¡g pair of jeans would
have been the best. I^iell, f still hrear them. I
don't know. But it is just that I r,¡as exposed
to something better so I wanted something
better.
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did indicate that areas of Norwood appear to
have physical differences in such things as housing that
would indicate a disproportionate distribution of wealth
betr^¡een these two areas. This, though, appears not to be
refl-ected in the behaviors of the people who reside in the
respective areas. The lack of differences in the attire
between the students of The Flats and the students of East
Norwood may be an indication of the shared values between
the people of these two areas.
Ken

I guess this [The Flats] is a pretty rich or
fairly rich area. Like people want to live
there. It is a residential area. our area,
east St. Mary's isn't a residential area. Like
you can open a store in the area, right? But
you can't over there. I guess the housing is
f guess most of the
more expensive there.
peopJ-e are... the parents did make more money.
All the people I know are the same. Like I'm
going out with someone who lives on that side
and I have known them for a long tirne. I can't
see any difference.
I have an idea what the parents make. They made
a lot of money, the parents, but they didn't
spoil thern and have brat kids. They could have
raised their kids to be spoiled kids. It is not
like people over here couldn't afford it
but...s¡hy do you need it. A senseless spending
of money, I guess.
In Norwood the people are friendly and the
houses are smaller, like most houses are smal-l
but they're nice and they're clean. Itts not
1ike, it's not like we are on Henry St. back in
the '30's or something like that here. I am not
trying to make it look like that. Like it's not
a dive around here. Like there are nice houses
down here. And they are mostly old houses and I
would have to say there are lots of trees in
Norwood. That's what I notice the most.
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There's lots of trees and therers lots of
fields, Iike not fields, but parks. And...the
people are friendly. They are not snobby like
in other places like the Tuxedo people or
something like that who woul-d be snobby. fhe
Norwood people are pretty friendly.
In discussing the qualities of Norwood, Ken
indicates that crime is on the rise. In the last number of
years he has personalJ-y lost four bicycles and the wheels
off his car. Al-so his father's truck was stolen, perhaps
prompted by his habit of leaving the keys in the truck
overnight. His rationale for attributing it, to externaL
rather than internal factors suggests another impact the
size of an environment has on individual behavior and the
conformity to group values - there is a greater possibility
of getting caught.

I don't think it means it is the people in
the ones that are stealing. f think
it is people coming fron different areas coming
over here, coming to steal. Like say I wouldn't
want to go and steal nothing frorn the guy two
streets down cause someone inight see me and
recognize me. If I wanted to steal sornething f
would go into south St. V. where no one would
ever recognize me.
Norwood are

The School

ft appears that the size of the school also
dramatic effect on Ken's behavior and attitudes.

had
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ft is a smal1 school. No one wants...people
talk right away, "Oh yeh, so and so failed a
test.rr So you don't want to do bad. You have
the attitude that it's cool to just get 60 or
what ever. That,s what you have in grade 9 type
thing. Then after a while it starts bothering
you and, of course, everyone wants to do better
no matter what you say. If you could get 9O's
over 6O's, yoü wouLd do it if it didn't take any
more work.

That's one thing about Norwood but especially in
this school. I never noticed ít as much because
I would always stay avray from everything. Like
I wouldn't like to be talked about so I wouldn,t
do thíngs that would be maybe talked about. But
I would hear people talking saying, ttOh !ì/ow, you
can't do nothing cause as soon as you do
something people will hear about it and people
will talk about it.
And then I started
watching for
it
and
started notícing
it...anything,
it wouldn't even have to be
something bad. Say if you even liked a girl,
tike you don't want to teI1 the wrong people
because in this school everybody knows right
rr

away.

It r,rras good sometirnes if you want this girl to
know. Cause then you just say tell one person
and bla b1a bla and people ta1k. And that is
líke the whole area. And it is bad like that.
Vte11, when I hras in school, in summer holidays
it is the same thing. It is just like school is
still on. People still talk like that; l-ike if
you see everybody every day.

I guess, everybody was good friends. There r,/ere
a lot of good friends. You would have your
groups. And then when you are used to hanging
out with someone all year after school you go
out somewhere and at night you rent movies or
something. If you get used to hanging around
with the same people, when sunmer comes you just
Right? It didn't
have more tirne to do it.
always work out for me because I would go to the
l-ake and you would miss out on that. But I know
people who don't have cottages and what are you
going to do? You go to the Floodbowl, you go
swirnming and people talk there like crazy. And
that's what I noticed about Norwood, ot this
people
area and the school in particular
talked. Like there are no secrets.
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By high school Ken was associating rnore with his

friends from the hockey team than those he had grown up with
in Norwood. His friends at NMC remained an important
el-ement of Ken's desire to succeed. He wanted to maintain
an aspect of respect from his friends, if only so he would
not be talked about in the school-. Course selection and the
incentive for academic achievement, in his earlier grades
came prirnarily frorn his friends in the school. In his hì-gh
school- grades this influence appears to have come from his
school friends and also from his teammates and his desire to
not let down the team or to appear different than them. His
desire to enter the police force also remained an influence
on his course seLection and academic performance at NMC.

I played with these people on the hockey team
and if you didn't get good marks ah...they would
keep asking about your marks and stuff and you
could get suspended. It was a pretty good
system. ff you came in at the beginning of the
year with a 60 average you could leave with a 60
average. They don't expect you to do more than
you could do. But say you came in with an 80
and you started progressively going down then
they would say forget this.
I didn't want to fail because of the team and f
was also thinking ahead. Like at that tine I
already wanted to be a policeman and I wanted to
make sure. f could get into university.
Like I
was actualIy...I never had the highest marks but
I htas taking like hard classes, f thought.
Instead of taking a spare, I took Physics
because it \â/as an extra science and because
everybody else was ftaking it] on my team.
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Ken said litt1e
NMC.

He perceived

about the teachers he encountered at

there to be a great variety

i_n

teaching

styles at the school.

Their attitudes and teaching T¡¡ays they vary so
extremely. There are some teachers are so easy
going. They don't give you any homework. They
just make sure you do the work in class and they
give you tirne to do it.
Then there are the
other teachers who would inake you do assignments
until the end of class and you think f'm done.
And then they would assign td pages of homework.
Ken returned to his concern with the scale of

schools and the impact this has on the behavior of the
people within the organization.

The people on the team went to M.Mc and that was

a huge school.

Most people said it

v/as good

because of a lot of people. The only good thing
about a lot of people is that there was a tot of

parties and stuff tike that.
They also said
there hras a lot of bad people. Like f guess the
same thing as this school but a larger amount of
each tittle group. Like in every school they
have their bad people. But in Murdoch it $¡as
anplified.
One thing f never had in school r¡/as gangs. I
guess because the people who f'd say could
possibly be those people who would pick on
people, you coul-d also talk to. I guess they
just weren't bad people. I don't know any of
the bad people at NMC who would actually go out
and beat up people like that.
Even the bad guys, even the guys who were the
shit di-sturbers, were still good guys. Like
Mark, the biq Mark. You know he was a trouble
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r¡aker but still

he v¡as a good kid.
Once you
got him in the hallway you would talk to you.
People were friendly. Like a grade L2 guy would
talk to a grade 9 guy.
If I would always have been worried about some
guy rneeting me after school and I had to v/orry
about it.
I would be in class worrying about
some guy wanting to beat me up after school.
That might disturb me.
I had friends who were in grade 8 and going into
grade 9 into the big school but it was in
Murdoch and they didn't want to go. They hrere
so afraid to go because of those gangs. They
heard about hot¡ guys got beat up after school
and you get picked on and you have to do bad
things.
According to Ken, the move to high school is usually

a very traumatic experience for students. Fear of abuse or
violence by butlies appears to be a common concern for
students. Even before they arrive, there seems to be a
clear message that some schools are not safe places for
certain students.
Ken has suggested a number of factors for there
being a difference at NMC; good role models in the student
population, an insufficient number of bullies, a close
structure, strong control by teachers and administrators.
The

Home

Ken's parents were concerned with his achievement at

school. He indicates that his mother though was Lhe one
took an active role in this regard.

who
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My mom h¡as the one who always made us do the
homework. She would check it.
She would sây,
rrUpstairs!rr and rrGo do it!tt
She woul-d make ùs
do it, right after school and I didn't 1ike that
because when it is light out is when you would
want to play the games outside and fool_ around.
But she would make us do it right ai^ray. And
then we would be done hopefully before supper
and then after supper you woutd have aIl that
tirne or what ever. But when I got older f v¡as
bad for homework in grade 6. I never used to do
my homework in grade 6. The teacher caught on
to this. I had to get this pad and she,d write
down what was on it and then Ird have to bring
the pad home and my morn would sign it and see it
and check it.
But when I got older I would get
up at 7 in the morning and äo my homework before
school. It would seem so early because it $ras
in the winter a1l the tÍme and it vras always

dark in the mornings. And I would do
instead of the night before

homework
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Kenrs mother provided the essential support for him.
According to Ken his father had rittle to do with this

aspect of raising his chitdren.

Yeh, my dad never had nothing to do with
homework done or anything like that.
When asked why

getting

this appeared to be the case

Ken

provided the foll-owing response:

Vfell I am probably closer to ny mother so that
might have something to do with it. Like it was
the person I talked to for pretty wel_l anything.
If you need money you go to mom. If you need
this and that you always go to rnom. If she knew
something vras vrrong, she would make sure it was
getting straightened out. I think it is like
that in a lot of cases. Most of my friends go
to their mom when they need somethi-ng.
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his father would do if it was
dj-scovered that Ken was havj-ng some difficulties his
response was that there would be no reaction. rrf guess
figured my mom was taking care of it.'r
When asked what

Ken,s mother supported the activities

of

NMC

he

in

other !,/ays as well. She had attended the school as a
student and thus someone of great regard was providing Ken
with a picture of NMC as a safe envj-ronment, one that was
not filled with images of violence as Kenrs friends \i/ere
experiencing prior to their arrival at other hiqh schools.

My mom went to NMC. She played all the sports.
She was athletic at NMC. She was like me. She
never had 90's, she had 70rs but she was a girl.

So she tried really hard Iike, I don't know if
it is fair to sây, but most girls try harder
than guys, I find, in school.

Well, she told me about some of her teachers.
Mr. Ross hras still around and Mr. Fender. r¡¡as
the girls' volleybal-l- teacher and Mr. Kurk. used
to be her basketball coach. So she would tell
me about all these people.
She l-iked the
people so she would just give me a background on
alL these people.
The home contained little

in the way of reading
materials and Ken,s parents apparently did little to
encourage hirn to read.
One topic that reemerges frequently is Kenrs pursuit
of specific goaIs. His pursuit of a career in the police
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force and his desire to acquire material possessions appears
out of place when compared to the other interviews. His
cl-ose association in hockey with children from families who
were financially more affluent and his many other
associations during the summer, both from outside the
communíty, may have played a part in causing this difference
j-n perspective.

WeIl, ily parents $/eren't rich and I want to have
so many things like ah...I set goals for myself
in grade 11-. I still remember this...by the age
of 35 or something I want to have a house not
necessarily paid for of course. But I want to
have a nice house, a clean house. And I want to
have a...you know the two car syndrome for the
wife and yourself and I want to have a cottage.
And things like this are getting so expensive
like to do that you can't get these things
making 6 bucks an hour. So I wanted to get into
the police force because there is good money and
so I wanted to get into that so I could get a1f
those materj-aI things I'd like.
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Jane

Jane's faníIy background is the most dissimilar of
all of the graduates who hrere interviewed. While both
parents, Iike every other case, did not graduate from high

school, the father did acquire his grade J-2 equivalency.
The parents are both ernployed in management positions and
fanily income appears to be higher than the other families.
In spite of these differences what Jane experienced
and valued in the home, the community and the school were
very much akin to the experiences of the other graduates
interviewed.
Jane graduated from

in 1-988. She experienced
exceptional academic success, during her years at NMC,
achieving no grade below an A and receiving numerous awards
a.d scholarships as a result. Jane continued on to
university where she is once again academically successful,
although as she stated, somewhat anxious to complete her
studies, t'I am in rny third year of unj-versity at the Schoo1
of Nursing but I can't wait to graduate.t' (laughter)
NMC

Home

I v/as born in June of t 7 L so f am L9 . I come
from a family of 5. I have 2 younger brothers.
My parents are trgether so r,A/e all live at home
still.
We real-ly have a close family. IrIe are
close to our extended family, my mom and dad's
brothers and sisters.
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worked at a Credit Union. I donrt know
exactly what she did. My dad worked at the post
Office. My mom didn,t even graduate from high
school and ny dad got his equivalency test

M1r mom

(grade L2).

They've [Jane,s parents] always felt that it was
important for üs, you know, to finish our high
school education. They wanted us all to go on
to university.
Doing your homework and getting your assignrnents
done that's always been something thatrs been
stressed in my house. Mom would always say
like, 'did you bring your homework home?, 'Have
you done íE?' In elementary school our homework
had to be done before hre could go out with our
friends.
You know, do your homework Fridays
after school and get it out of the way and not
Sunday night. That sort of thing.
They vtere always encouraging me to do the best
that I could and if I did meet failure they srere
always there with encouragement, making me feel
good about myself. 'It vras only one time, you
can qo on. It is one little thing. You still
got it in you., They were always interested
knowing what I hras I was doing at school. They
were interested in what extracurricular things I
v/as involved in and what. kinds of things I !,/as
doing.
They were just as excited around
graduation as I was. And that's all very
important.

They really tiked NMC because they too got to
know most of the teachers; like the teachers
that we had. So they thought that was good.
We have always had the ner¡rspaper coming in.
We've always had encyclopedias around and my dad
had his hobby magazines and you know the

National- Enquirer is always been around
(laughter) "
The National Geographics we/ve
always had at home too. My dad really likes to
read. So he's always after me to read too

Jane's home and family environment appears to be a

very supportJ-ve one. There are some factors Jane mentioned
that coul-d enhance the possibilities of a child being placed
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at risk educationatly. The parents/ history of dropping out
of school, the limited cultural resources in the home such
as books, magazines and music, and the limited interaction
regarding school work all have been sited as negative
impacts on a child,s educational success. This though has
apparently played a minor role in shaping the environment in
which Jane lives. Parental support for the child, a stable
home environment and positive parental attitudes towards
education generally appear to have had a substantial impact
on Jane.

The Communitv

Jane's initial description of the community of
Norwood is similar to those expressed by the other graduates
who were interviewed.

Itts a older area so a lot of people have grol¡/n
up together. One of my friends lived right
across the street, one of then in the back lane.
A lot of thern lived in this area of Norwood.
Norwood is sort of a close knit community. I
know around our house the neighbors all know
each other and a lot of parents are involved in
the community club and most of the kids are
invol-ved in the community c1ub.
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The community appears to provide Jane with support
environment due, in part, to the similarity of values that

the parents possess.

Well, the people I,d hang around with, Iíke
their farnilies valued education in general. It
$/as always, tdo your homework. t
Like...stuff
like that.
I guess it was just a val-ue that
Norwood had.

Perhaps homogeneous values are shared in this

community. hfhat may occur in Norwood is the preservation
and transmission of a dominant set of values. The community
night compensate for farnily deficiencies and have a positive
effect on student success by acting as a social resource.

for the success of the transmissi-on and
preservation of these values is the small scale of both the
structures of the community and the school in which Jane and
others of Norwood find themselves.
One reason

f said before because it was so small, getting
to know everybody and, because they knew ilê,
having encouragement from thern. I just think in
a bigger environrnent you don,t have that same
close knit relationships with people and you
just don't get that encouragement from then. I
think it is the smallness that made....everybody
knowing everybody and being able to exchange
back and forth.
People in the cornmunity and
people in the school being able to know me and
know ny potential, knov¡ what you can do and be
able to encourage you to do that. Whereas in a
bigger environment people don't get to know each
other that well aII the tiine.
Things l-ike
encouragement and that aren,t always part of a
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larger environment.
important for me.

I think that v/as very

of the questions that rÄras posed at the beginning
of this study was the degree to which there was a perceived
difference between the people of the Flats and East Norwood.
Was this a homogeneous conmunity or, in reality, two
separate communities? Jane said that while it was
apparent, once arriving at NMC, v/ho lived in which section
of Norwood because of the particurar school that would have
been attended grades 1 to 8, there was little difference in
the students themselves. Students made friends apparently
di-sregarding any boundary that St. Mary/s Road might erect.
One

School

The irnpact of the size of the community in which she

lived and the school she attended all appear to have had a
substantial impact on Jane.

I{el1, it

is a smaIl area and you do

know

small community. It is easier to get to

know

everybody, especially at NMC. I think it really
$/as irnportant to ne that I went to a high school
with kids that I knew really well and graduated
with. It makes a difference when there is a
everybody and it is easier for the staff to get
to know the students like on a personal_ basis.

I am always intimidated by a big group so I
think with less students it is easier to sây, tf
want to be involved., And you know that if you
were going to be on a cornmittee or involved in
extracurricular activities, there's going to be
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lots of people that you knew. people who you
feel more comfortable talking about your ideas
in front of.
Jane indicated that one of the benefits in attending

a school scaled like NMC was in the development of studentteacher relations, a benefit not experienced by her friends
attending a larger school.

I have friends who have gone to M. McK. and some
of them would know their teachers, names from
being in class with them. But even their
teacher wouldn't know them walking down the
haII.
Or they didn,t even know half of the
people in their graduating class. I donrt know.
It v/as important for me to know everyone well;
it hras more personal. NMC is a rea11y small
school and you would probably know everyone in
your grade. The teachers get to know you rea1ly
well and they are people you could become
fri-ends with.
I think there r¡/as a good relationship between
most teachers and students. The teachers got to
know everybody as individuals. It is important
for the students to get know the staff reaIly
well-. I often had teachers who v/ere, you know,
like praising me
and saying, ,oh, go for as much
'
as you can., If they didnrt know me and my
marks together, they wouldn,t have. . .1ike I
wouldn't have that encouragement from them. So
f think that was irnportant.
The literature has noted a strong connection between

a comfortable and supportive learning environment and
academic achievement. Jane has suggested that this smal1
school has an environment or clinate that apparently
encourages interpersonal involvement and provides a high
leve1 of interpersonal support. She also has provided an
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additional view of what she perceives to be of value at NMC.
This is not something that is tested nor, for that matter,
is it something that is taught as a part of the 'overt,
curriculum of the school, but it does appear to be 1earned.

The values that I grew up with were values that
were reinforced here. Things like, wel1, values
about education. Like, its important to get
your education! ft's irnportant to do as well as
you can and, you know, not just settle for doing
your work but doing the best you can! you know
even though your best isnrt as good as somebody
else's.
I don't mean like comparing people.
And f guess that is about it.

À strong connection appears to exist between the
parents of Norwood and the school. There appears to be a
high degree of shared values and norms or value consensus
between the school, the home and the community. There
appears to be a congruence between students, experJ_ences of

the neighborhood and the expectations of the school.
Perhaps Coleman and Hoffer spoke hastily when they suggested
that value and functional cornmunj.ties are a thing of the
past. (p. 1-2). Às Jane stated at the conclusion of the
interview.

WelI, f think the family has been most important
giving me the values for education. And then
the school secondly important because they
reinforced those values and they taught them.

a7

CarI

Unlike Marie, Arnold, Ken t or Jane, Carl was born
and began his schooling outside of Norwood. He viewed
himself as an outsider in many hrays both in the cornmunj-ty of
Norwood and at Ne1son Mclntyre Collegiate. yet he also
experienced much of val"ue in this smatl community and
sirnilarly sized school.
My interview of Carl $ras arranged to occur in a
restuarant close to the school for 7:30 p.rn. rtperhaps you

could begin by telling me somethj-ng about yourself ,rr f said
to CarI as we began the interview.

I am 20 years o1d. I was born on Oct.4, L97O.
f am currently ernployed lin a restaurant] where
I work as a driver and kitchen prep cook. I
attend the U of W. I am in ny second year
there. I am currently j-nvolved with two Arts
credits.
f am looking forward to going into
Education the following year.

Carl's plans had changed by the time the second
interview took place. Carl now is planning to work fuIItime at McDona1d,s in the management training program with
plans to eventually purchase hi_s own restaurant. He rnay
take courses at the university on a part-time basis.
I was born in Charleswood. I grew up in

Charleswood up to grade four and then I moved to
Norwood. I attended Holy Cross Catholic School
from grade five to grade seven, then Nordale
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el-ementary for grade eight, and NMC nine through
twelve. I live with my father, my mother and my
brother.
My father is currently in his eighteenth year of
working for Winnipeg Transit. He drives the
bus. And my mother is currently in her seventh
or eighth year, I think, at working at accounts
receivable.
My brother is a first
year
University of Í,Iinnipeg student. He is going to
the University of Winnipeg as well because he
felt it was easier to go to the University of
I.iinnipeg and then go on to the University of
Man. All the intro. courses at the U of M you
are lookíng at 300-400 students whereas at U of
W maybe 50-75.

Communitv

Carl,s description of life in the community centred
around two topics. The first was his discussion of the
impact of having a board member as a neighbor and friend of
the family. Carl recalled a number of occasions where this
person would promote the qualities of NMC to his parents.
They v/ere quite happy for what [a Norwood Schoo1
Division board memberl r¡/as telling them about

what r^/as happening. You sav/ from their
expressions and the h/ay they talked that they
v¡ere quite happy with it and pleased with it,.

It appears that these conversations may häve
provj-ded the family with an additional sense of
understanding and comfort with the policies and practices at
NMC. Perhaps these conversations reinforced the perception
that Norwood and NMC r¡/as comprised of people who shared
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similar ideas about education and childrearing - what could
be viewed as a value community.
The support for the school, its staff, and its
practices appear to have been developing in the home long
before either Carl or his brother attended the school. One
of the reasons for this support can perhaps be traced
directly to these interactions between Carlrs fanily and the
Norwood school board member.

A second topic was his relationship with other
people in the community. While Carl did speak favorably
about Norwood, as he continued his description of growing up
in this community, what became clear was that he had been
extrernely lonely. CarI had very little to do with other
people of his age in the community or, f.or that matter, ât
school.

The area $tas good. I mean you could walk to
school. You didn't have the bicycle stealing
and the break-ins. When I was growing up here
you did not have it. Iike in other neighborhoods.

I only wish that I had gror.¡n up in Norwood from
the beginning. I never had a lot of friends.
We got together once in a while. But nobody f
would call the best friend. I got together with
a few of the guys for sponge hockey or what ever
or went to Roger's house or something l-ike that.
It wasn't anything more than that.
It is a tough tirne when you are moving a$/ay from
all your friends. I had some good frj-ends and I
never had these good friends again. I never had
good friends ever again. The NMC students all
came from Archwood and grew up together since
grade one. The guys from Nordale al-I girew up
together and they were aLl friends since grade
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one. I mean I v/as a outsi-der. It r¡¡as the
hardest thing to go into grade eight. because you
were coming in from the outside.
Carl encountered when he moved to Norwood was a
closely knit cornmunity; one that was closed to him. Yet he
still- spoke favorably about Norwood. In fact Carl mentioned
that he had plans to one day buy the family home and thus
continue to live in the community.
What

School

The irnpact of the scale of

NMC

appears to have been

considered, like in each of the other interviews, a positive
one by Carl. Each of the students interviewed thought the

size of the school resulted in an increased contact between
t-:acher and student. Each of the students also considered
this increased contact to be a major benefit for the
students of NMC

NMC is a high school, a smalI high school
compared to others. lrfe have approximately 300

students. Your graduating class would be maybe
I mean you get to know
7O-75 students.
everybody. You get to know the teachers. You
get to know the secretaries.
You got to know everybody in the class. The
teacher could spend more time than with the
bigger class. But where they kept it equal,
spend more tiine with
they could still
If you had an indívidual problem
individual.
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there was the tíne to spend it there because the
class wasn't so large.
I had positive encounters with all of them
I would say
Iteachers] but one (laughter).
anything is positive where you cou1d, you know,
walk down the haIls with the teachers and tal-k
with them, or even go back now and they know you
by name and you can sit down and have coffee
with them no$/. f mean you had a good
relationship with them whether you passed or
failed. You still had a good relationship with
them.

Carl did state that he c.onsidered most of the
teachers to have.provided him with a great deal
encouragement to achieve acadernically. CarI recoLlected
several instances of specific teachers |thassling himtt to do
well which, he suggested, v/as just what he needed. Carl
appears to have been very concerned with the relationships
he established with the teachers of NMC and the changes he
witnessed occurring to this relationship.

You had teachers that had been there for years.
You grew up with these teachers. These are the

teachers that you knew. You knew all of the
teachers of the school. I liked that because
you knew all the teachers. You've had them all.
And even if you didn't have them, you sti1l knew
them and they knew you. You would be able to go
to any teacher at any time and talk to hin.
We started getting ner¡t teachers (stated with
some irritation).
A lot of new teachers and the
old teachers left.
It v,rasn't the same
atmosphere. You got ne!,¡ teachers in like Mr.
Andrusiak. f never rnet the man but he was a ner,rr
teacher. There was all kinds of new Shops and
Home Economics teachers. I don't know their
names. The comf ort level !ìras dropping because
all the teachers I knew v¡ere going. I mean
there v¡ere a Iot of students that got along with
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ar lot of teachers. Then there hras some that
just had their group of teachers that they knew.
The ones that they grew up with from grade nine
and had every year. Like yourself, wê had you
every year r Do matter what year v/e r^rere in.

l.Ihile Carl and other students, in their
consideration of the size of NMC, discussed, at great
length, the benefits of an increased opportunity for
positive encounters with adults, Carl did not share the
views expressed about peer bonding and peer support. IrIhiIe
CarI did not consider increased contact with peers to have
been of value, he did offer another advantage of the size of
this school.

In the way of extra curricular activities, the
smallness of the school affected it because
there were very few people interested in the
fields f was. So it made the competition less.
'Undermanned settingsr,

it has been suggested have,
as a major outcome, the effect of pushing individuals into
the extracurricular affairs of the school. As Carl and
other students, who v/ere interviewed, have suggested the
linited number of students for these volunteer positions
caused or allowed them to move from positions of 'audience
persons' to members ín ,positions of functionaries or
Leaders' (Gurnp, 1980, p. 562). Not only increased pressure
to participate but also increased opportunity for
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participation appears to be one of the results of this
particular environment at NMc.
continues to have a number of visa students.
vast majority of these students continue on :o university
after graduating from NMc. The possibirity of these
NMC

A

students influencing the academic outcomes of the students r
was interviewing ü¡as, r thought, certainl-y a possibility
though it, did not appear to be one that the students r
interviewed confirmed. several students, did share carrrs
view of the benefits of encountering students of a different
culture.

The multiculturalism.

The fact that there are
so many Visa students there. you get to learn
about a whole dif ferent r^/ay of 1ife.
It is
something you experience at university that
overwhelms a 19t of people. But because you
come from NMC, it is no big deal.

A lonely individuar, having difficulty identifying
with his peer group, in the community in which he lives and
the schoor he attends has a number of reasons for not
remaining in either. yet carl not onry remained in these
environments but he spoke favorabl-y about each of them.
carr was able to find supporting and caring rerationships in
these environments, not priinarity from his peers, but from

the adults he encountered. NMC appears to have provì-ded a
situation in which carl could interact with successful_
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adults; individuals with
trust and affection.

whom

he could develop bonds of

SchooLs, Wehlage et al (l-989) remind us, must be

caring places. Teachers must reduce the isolation and
alienation that students may experience and teachers must
prornote educational achievement. Students must be made to
feel attached, committed, and involved in the activities and
with the members of an institution if they are to remain
engaged and not reject their membership.
Carl's description of the supportive environment he
encountered and the excitement with which he explaíned the
various extracurricular activities in which he was involved,
such as rrthe great drama programrr and the tttop yearbook of
Manitoba and Northwestern Ontariorr leads me to believe that
NMC provided Carl with a caring and encouraging environment
that reduced the isolation and alienation that he had to
face every day from his peers.

Home

The picture that Carl was painting could easily lead
one to. identify Carl as being 'at riskt of

failure in the
education system. He did not identify with his peer group
and he had few friends in the school or the community.
Social adjustment for Carl in Norwood and at NMC was not an
easy task. His father had dropped out of high school and
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not much in the way of educational materials could be found
in the home. Yet both children ín this family, CarI and his
brother, graduated from NMC and both have attended
university. A great deal of this success carl attributes to
his parents, not because they provided hirn with the skills
necessary for academic success but because they constantly
monitored his activities and they provided him with a
constant reminder of what life could be like without an
education.

My dad never graduated. My dad went to NMC and

he never finished grade ten. And it v/as his
parents who never forced him, they never really
cared. I mean he came and did what he wanted
and nobody really said anything. My dad was
determined not to let that happen to us. So rÁre
couldn't just come and go and do anything hre
wanted. We had to explain ourselves and what we
T¡/ere doing. He was always on us about homework
all the time. It vras,Carl did you do your
homework?t 'CarI where are you going?, He
would sit down and he would explain, 'this is
why I am doing this'.
I am worried about you
guys. You aqe not passing your testsr' and
things like that.
He made mistakes and he realizes those mistakes
so he just, doesn't want me to make the mistakes
that he did. He wants better for me all the
time. I guess in the same way I'11 probably say
to my kids, 'pass that math. Don't spend two
years trying to get it.'
I knew I had to get my grade twelve. ff you
didntt have an education, you woul-d get nowhere.
And things T^rere getting pretty hectic. It hras
pretty scary. You know aII this talk about l-ack
of jobs. You know as things went on the jobs
were getting less and less.
And these
university students were coming out with big
degrees and they still couldn't get jobs. You
know even the sirnple garbage man had to be
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really conpetitive you had to get a university

degree.

Another aspect of the support Carl recei-ved at

home

hlas as a result of his prior knowledge of and farniliarity

with

NMC

and his sense of membership with the school" Carl

described a number of stories his father told hin about life
at NMC. The stories v/ere generally about the good tirnes his

father and friends had at the school years ago. The real
message of these stories may have been that the experiences
one has at NMC are valuabl-e ones. This same message v/as
sent to Carl from a number of respected sources.

farnily went there. My grandmother went
to the first NMC when it hras Marion Schoo1 on
Kenny. She went there and she graduated. That
\A¡as the first NMC and she went there.
And my
grandfather student taught at NMC because he was
a teacher hinself at K. School. My aunt went
through NMC. Then my dad went but he never
finished and my uncle went and f don't know if
he finished or not.
It is in the fanily.
It
is in our blood.
My whole

Carl's father provided a $ray to constantly remind
Carl of the need for an education. rrDon't do what your dad
didtr, Carlts mother would frequently warn.
. His father and other relatives developed within him
a sense of belonging to the school. NMC was something that
not al-ien to hirn. ft was, he stated, ttin our bl-oodrt.
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While both of Carl,s parents were involved in the

affairs of the school his mother particularly provided the
bridge between the home and the school.

They v/ere going out to all the conferences. My
mom, if she was asked to do something she would

be there. The grad committee she was involved
in. What we got involved in they supported us.
And if they were asked to be involved with
something by what ever parent committee was
formed, they did it.
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Darlene

While Darlene, like Carl, moved into Norwood from

outside the community she did not experience the same
feelings of isolation and alienation. Her recorlections of
life in this community and school are quite sirnilar to the
other graduates who were interviewed.
In her discussion of the home environment she
highlighted the role her mother played. Darl_ene is the only
student interviewed, perhaps more of a reflectj-on of the
particular sample rather than of the family compositions in
the community, vrho came from a single parent farnily. ft is
not so unusual then for her to have experienced much support
from this one parent. I,ihat struck me v/as that this support
of the child's education by the mother rather than by both
parents appears to be a common occurrence in most of these
families.
Darlene graduated from NMC in June of l-999. Her
academic record shows a range of grades with an average
grade of C+. While she excetled in certain courses such as
those in the Business area (Typing BLZ), Darlene
experienced more difficulty in her core academic program.
She had to retake two courses at Summer School that she had
failed during her three years at NMC, inctuding one of the
courses I taught - History 2O1-.
Before coming to Norwood, Darlene lived in a trailer
park not far from a small cornmunity located approximately t-5
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km. outside of Winnipeg. She moved to f,iinnipeg at the
beginning of grade five with the rest of her family which

consisted of her mother and a younger brother and sister.
Her father had died some years before so the responsibility
of raising the farnily rested with the mother.

I moved to Winnipeg at the beginning of grade
five. I went to Archwood until grade eight and
then grade nine to twelve I came to NMC.
And. . . . . it
is hard kind of talking about
rnyself .. (laughter). I am taking f.iord processingr
Specialist at National Training Institute.
I
have been there for three months and I have
three more months to go.

Darlene is attempting to acquire sufficient training
to prepare herself for a secretarial position in the r.¡ork

force, although there is some uncertainty as to where
specifically she would rike to find herself. Linited farnily
income has begun to place potential restrictions in her
path.

Well-...f did want to work with computers and
everything. But I am not so sure nor¡¡ after I
did an essay on computers and video display
terminals and how bad they realJ-y are for your
health. So f don't know. I night take another
course after I am done this one too. ft all
depends money wise. They lstudent assistancel
only gave me çL740 and the course is Çzzao. So
I am trying to cough up $1000 to finish my
school. Fun
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Life in

Norwood

Darlene rnentioned, on a number of occasions, the
importance of living in a small and rrcloserr community. This

small, non-anonymous community tended to encourage children
to remain in the confines of the community even though other
communities were within easy walking distance. Their
friends $/ere here and that appears to be important to those
who live in Norwood.

Um. . . it [Norwood] is actually not that big.
You
know quite a few people.
Everybody seems
friendly....except for the few. It is a close
littl-e area. You can walk everywhere.
Probably about 70 to 8OU of my tine [was spent
in Norwoodl. When I was like in junior high and
all that there was things to do.
There,s
schools close by. Your friends and you can go
play basebal-l or what ever in the fields. Itrs
not a smal1, small area but everybody is close

around.

This cornmunity, which Darlene sahr as one entity not
two separate communities, appears to provide a safe
environment for the people living in this area; the kind
normally associated with small rural communities. It might
be appropriate to describe Norwood as an tturban villagett.

It is a quiet area. It's not really rowdy like
say downtown kind of stuff. I haven't heard of
any break ins really around here. You could qo
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to sleep and feel safe whereas in other areas

you can't.

this area to be so much
quieter and safer than other areas of the city, Darlene had
a difficult time trying to put into words what she felt hrere
the reasons. She did though seem to think that tife in
Norwood and, more specifically, the adults in the communíty
and the school- that served it (NMC), somehow played an
important role in positively influencing the chil-dren.
lVhen asked why she perceJ-ved

it's just the people who live here" Maybe
just the $/ay they are.
it's
f dontt
know....um...maybe from just the influence the
kids get like from parents and from teachers.
Usually if people treat people as if they're
horrible, they wil-I try to be as bad as they
Maybe

can.

Darlene's analysis of the influence of significant
others is very much in agreement with Nel Nodding's (l-988)
ethic of caring. Our behavior, both good and bad, is, ât
Ieast in part, the effect of the influences of those with
whom we

associate.

Life at

Home

Darlene lives with her mother, her sister aged
and brother aged L2.

Most of the conversation about

16

LO2

Darlene's life at

home

centred around the influence of her

rnother.

the one who told me to go back lto post
secondary educationl. I stiIl v¡anted to take
more time off.
But when I gave her my anshrer
that I would go back to school, she was so happy
that she went and told everybody. She always
asks how ny marks are; if I am doing okay.
Probably too because I am the first person in rny
family to ever qo on to further their education.
She was

DarLene indicated that her mother apprecíated

anything the school could do to support her daughter's
success at NMC. The school's policy of contacting the home
if a student was absent and other control measures appear to
have been greatly appreciated. This ftay, in part, bê due to
the potential of Darlene and her sister becoming ,latchkey

kids' due to the employment schedules of her mother who was
holding down two fu1I-time jobs.
There appears to have been very tittle in the way of
educational materials in the home. There was little
apparent conversation between family members about the
substance of Darlenets homework assignments. There were
very few reading materials in the home. While support of
this nature was lacking there was intense concern for the
daughter to succeed educationally. Darlene,s mother tried a
number of techniques to ensure that her daughter remained in
school.
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time came around...two weeks before
exam...she would take av¡ay my phone. I would
have to stay in every night and study. No TV,
except for the odd time when she would go out
for a while (laughter).

When exam

I remember one time f had failed Math t oE
something like that, and I r.¡ent to sunmer school_

and if

shoppíng.

I

passed that

she

would bring

me

She doesn't think f spend enough time studying.

Even though ny marks are in the low 70, s and
high 7O's. But that isn't good enough for her
novr. She expects more even now that f am more
mature and stuff like that. I should be setting
inyself down and working even harder at it.
As Darlene told the stories of her motherts concern

for her schooling it becane apparent that education was
something that was valued in the home" This became readily
apparent when f asked Darlene if she had ever considered
dropping out of school.
If f even mentioned the word that if I...we11 I
didn't want to but if I said that I wanted to
drop out, she would hit the roof. She would

probably scream and. . . . (laughter)

.

. The immense pride the mother shows in her daughter's
educational success and the effect this has had on their
relationship is mentioned by Darlene on several occasions
throughout the interview. It became much less comfortabl-e
for her to discuss the reasons for her motherts concern.
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at one point that she thought her mother may
have not graduated but she was not certain. Darlene v/as
reluctant to continue with this topic so we moved on to
other aspects of her life at home. Eventually though we
returned to the reasons for her mother's concern.
She mentioned

She had it so rough. Like she...she would tike
to go back to school and further her education
so maybe she could find a better job than what

she has now.

She didn't finish high school. What she was
doing when we lived in the country was at night
she worked at the hotel in the lounge as a
waitress and during the day she would drive into
the city and work at [a wholesale distributors]
as a secretary. She h¡as there for 20 something
years and she didnrt want to do that for the

rest of her life.

Darlene,s mother frequently presented her life as an
example of what courd happen to Darrene if she didnrt finish

her schooling. she was providing a negative rol-e model for
her daughter.

She tries to put little

guilt trips on me. rrDo
you want to be doing what f am doing for the
rest of my life? Do I look happy? do I come
home every day in a good mood?rl

the relationship between mother and daughter appears

to

have had

a substantial irnpact on Dar1ene. Darlene
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expressed great respect for her nother yet it was this very
person's life which was held up to Darlene as a model of

failure; an example of what not to do with one's life.
In
spite of, or perhaps because of, this negative role model
Darlene valued the impact of this relationship. Darlene
made this apparent as we completed this aspect of the
interview with a discussion of her achievement in her final
year at NMC.

I just wanted to graduate on tirne and make her

happy.

Did you make her
Yeh

Lii-e at

happy?

!

School-

of the most frightening things especially for a
child is the move from a familiar envíronment to one that is
unknown. Darlene,s move to NMC from Archwood School in
grade nine was potentially just such an experience. Her
fear of this new environment may have been decreased
somewhat though by the general support of this new
environment by individuals at Archwood School.
One
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When f went to Archwood, I didnrt

even know
about NMC. But the teachers from there were
saying that it v/as a good school and some of
their kids had gone here or fri-ends of their, s
children went to NMC. They at1 had good
educations. They aI1 graduated.

to social withdrawal and
a reduction of social action. (Gurnp, p. 560) The theory of
rrundermanned environmentsrt (Barker, 1968; Gump, l_9g0)
suggests that in srnal-l school environments students are
requested and encouraged more frequently to participate in
settings especialty, Gump suggests, extracurricular ones;
they take more responsible positions and report higher
levels of satisfaction. Further, Gump suggests, this sense
of responsibility to the smaller setting is more pronounced
in academically marginai- students. (Gump, p. 56i-)
As Darl-ene began to describe aspects of her life at
NMC. she indicated the importance of having been able to
participate in a variety of school activities. She had been
involved in the school soccer team and a number of the
school's intramural teams as well as the drama club and she
felt that the school played an important rol_e in encouragíng
this invol-vement. She shared this information after
reflecting back on another inportant aspect of NMCts
physical position in the comrnunity - rrit is close to Robinrs
Dense environments may lead

Donutsrr. . . (laughter)

.

hleII, I am really shy. Here people join up and
they give everyone a chance. Whereas if yourre
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aË a big school you may sit on the bench and
play once in a while. The coaches try and pfay
everybody and give everybody a fair chance. A
lot of people $/ere trying but the coach would
let you go out there and do your best. I,Ihereas
in a bigger school there are so many people that
join up that a l-ot of them may sit on the bench
a lot.
The size of the school also affected the courses

that $Íere offered. Darl-ene,s shyness would lead one to
assume that courses that required students to speak or
perform in front of others would not be chosen if other
options $/ere availabl-e. Darlene found herself having to
choose a course that required her, both because of its
content and low student enrollment, to engage in the kinds
of class activities that would cause fear to be experienced
by most students, especially the shy ones.

I needed to take a course and the only one hras
drama. f was a bit weary [leery] at first in
the class speaking in front of people. I found
out nov/ that I am thankful that NMC had drama
otherwise for oral communications in ny course
right now I would be l-ost. That's another thing
I liked about this school v¡as the drama. It
helped a lot.
Darlene found the academic requirements at

NMC

to

be

difficult to achieve. These difficulties were compounded by
periods of tension in the home between Darlene and her
rnother. The interview shifts to a discussion of the support
that \A¡as provided at this school by the teachers, the
administration, and the other students.
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It's a small school. Everybody knows everybody.
It's sort of like
The teachers \^/ere nice.
Sometimes I had
everybody was a family.
problems while going here. You could go talk to
a teacher and they were here to listen, even if
it didn't have to do with school. or if you
wanted help with your school work, they would be
here for you too. But if you $/ere in a big
school, teachers don't have tirne for everybody.
I did get a lot of help to graduate. I had lots
of problems in school. The teachers had more
time to work with individuals.
You feel like you're sonebody. There's always
someone there. If you need heIp, they're there
to help you. And, I don't know, it made me feel
Like f was a somebody, someone
important.
would be there to help you with
Someone
cared.
your problems, school work or even with sports.
they helped me sort out my problems or helped me
with my homework, helped me understand it, more.
I thought it gave me more encouragement and that
maybe I could do it on my o$¡n. Cause once they
explaj.ned it seemed so easy.
I had arguments with ny mother. we would just
get into arguments but there were some real bad
arguments where I packed ny stuff and I left.
But the principal was here to help me.
He was going to bring me to his house. He tried
worki-ng everything out. He called my mom down
and he helped solve the problems. It was nice
Like everybody thinks that
to know that.
principals are so bad and they're mean but there
are other sides to people to.

As far as the students were concerned, Darlene
acknowledged that her friends at NMC, who lived on both

sides of St. Mary's Road, but especially those who lived
near her, provided a great deal of encouragement for her
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academic success. Cliques of students did exist at

NMC

while Darlene attended the schoor, and for that matter stilr
do today, but there has been a definite lack of rigidity to
the boundaries of the groups. Students from one group also
associate with and befriend members of other groups.
Opposition, distrust, and the ttfreezing outrr of nonrnembers
tend not to occur between these cliques. what has developed
at NMC appears to be an environment that is supportive of
the students who attend the school.

hlel-1 they Ithe student population] could be
classified as little groups, I guess you could
say. You could point out who hras friends with
who. There's little groups here and there. But
they made me feel- more comfortable. You donrt
have to walk down the halls and think that these
people night be thinking this of me and everyone
knew everybody. I could concentrate more on my
work.

Darlene concluded the interviev¡ by indicating what
she would say to someone who was unfaniliar with

NMC

but

wanted to know about the school.

It is a very smal-l school, not very smaIl but a
small school. And if you're wanting to go
school to educate yourself and not juJt for a
social l-ife, this woul-d be a good school to go
to. The teachers are friendly and the people
here are friendly.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

The graduates of Nelson Mclntyre Collegiate who were

interviewed shared some of the characteristics of students
who are at risk of disengaging from the school system.
Beneath the surface, however, they apparently are not at
risk and for this the students, their families, the
community, and the school share in the credit.
These rrdisadvantaged'f individuals linked their

success to the nature and the interaction of the

environments in which they have found themselves.

The

smallness of scale of the conmunity and the school, the

stabil-ity of these envj-ronments and their non-anonymous
effect, the consistent support in the home of the school,
arl the network of support for these values by friends and
their parents hrere all cited by these graduates as having
been especi-ally important to them.
The community and school are both small in scale.
These environments, limited both in their physical
dímensions and population, are also very stable ones usually
experiencing little change. As a result these settings have
enhanced the opportunity for the development of
interpersonal relations.
There is litt1e sense of
anonymity within these environments. Instead there j-s a
sense of membership.
1l_0
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The community and the school have been described as

essentially caring and comfortable environments where you
have a sense of belonging. Both in the community and at
school there is a sense that people you encounter in these
environments are acquaj-nted with you and your family and
that they were concerned about you.
In the community this translates into a feeling of
safety and protection and a connection with other members of
the setting. Graduates who were interviewed mentioned that
in this community residents would look out for you. you
felt secure here.
In the school students have been able to retain
associations with their friends from the community. The
scare of this setting ensures that crass pracements will not
disrupt these associations. The increased contact between
individuals in the school has also encouraged the
development of relationships with others from outside the
previous circle of friends, apparently in disregard of oners
area of residence.
There is an increased opportunity for peer bonding
and peer support at NMC. Not only is there an increased
contact with peers at this school, but also with adults.
Teachers have been described as being sensitive to the
particular strengths and weakness each student possessed
and, more importantly, as far as the graduates are
concerned, to the particular personal situations of each

L1,2

stuaentl rrÎhey are there for you" hras a typical expression
of this view of the teachers of NMC.
The graduates indicated that the home provided
consistent support and encouragement of the school.
Comments like, rrshe would take ar¡/ay rny phone and no TVrt and
rrShe woul-d say upstairs! Go and do itrr hrere typical.
This
support, coming especially from the mother, appears as
essentially the imposition of a discipline or structure
evolving around grades and homework.
The support of the school by the home !üas, in part,
due to the parental perspective of the value of an
education. It was typical for these parents to remind their
children of the opportunities an education would give them,
opportunities they never had. It was also typical for these
parents to use their own l-ives as exarnples of what dropping
out would mean.
Another kind of parental support though is for this
particul-ar school for NMC. This support has evolved from
the knowledge various farnily mernbers have of the school, its
practices and its staff. It has, in some instances, been
the resul-t of several generations of a farnily attending ìWC.
As a consequence of such continuing ties the parents are
faniliar with the happenings of this school- and the people
within it. It has resulted in a school that is perceived as
the family school. rrfts in our bloodrr was how one graduate
descrj-bed this relatj-onship between NMC and the fanily.

1l-3

The support in the home of values that promote
school-ing does not apparently occur in isotation. There
appears to be a consensus of these values within this
community and a network of support of these values by

friends' parents. There is little fragrmentation of these
values and little opportunity for a rejection of them in
favour of others.
This study offers a critique of simplistic notions
of rrdisadvantagerr and rrat risktt. Students coning from
farnilies possessing low levels of income, education, and
occupational status tend to be viewed as disadvantaged and
thus at risk. The lower the socioeconomic Ievel, the
greater the risk of disengaging from the school system.
This simplistic notion overlooks the complex reasons for
failure and success in school.
This study does suggest that the environment of the
home plays a vital role in determining the educational
success or failure of the child, though a consideration of
one aspect of the family dynamics, such as socj-oeconomic
status, is insufficient. The level of support and
encouragement in the home, the kinds of interpersonal
relationships between the rnembers of the household, and the
nature.of and rel-ationship to the other environments in
which students find themselves all have a substantial affect
on the leve1 of risk of disengagement from school.
This study critiques sinplistic models of how
educational achievement is realized. There was little
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reference by the graduates to the kinds of educational
activities they encountered in schooL. The various teaching
strategies and classroom activities utilized by the teachers
at NMC were not considered by these graduates as the primary
reason for their success. what they did attribute their
academic success to was the atmosphere of the school_.
The graduates discussed the feeling of membership in

the school. They consistently described a smalr and stabl_e
setting and the supporting and caring relationships, both
from peers and adults, that developed here. Such settings
can promote feelings of safety and security rather than

alienation and disengagement.
Srnall stable settings appear to have much to offer
students. Such a view though, is in opposition to the
notion that stability results in stagnation and as such is
undesirable. These stable settings may frustrate the
professÍonal ambitions of teachers and they may enhance the
possibility of mid-career complacency.
This study also appears to critique educational
poricies based on these simplistic models of educational
achievement. The interactive and supportive nature of the
environments in which students find themselves is an
important component of educational success. Some policies
may effectively reduce students' opportunities to experience
such settings
Concentrating the investment of resources in the

school to improve educational achievement ignores the

1_
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important influences of the home, the school, and the
community and the ways these settings interact and support
one another. Values and behaviors promoted in the school
are supported and reinforced in the community and the horne.
The school does not prornote learning in isotation.

A perspective of public educatíon as meeting the
needs of school age children fails to consider those

graduates who, uncertain of their futures, make course

selecti-ons which in hindsight prove to be unsuitable for

their immediate needs.
A number of graduates have found it necessary to
enrol-l in expensive private institutions to obtain courses
necessary to gain ernployment. The costs of these courses in
office skills have, in some instances, made them prohibitive
to take.

Inplications
Educational objectíves which concentrate
expenditures in schools can be better advanced by also

investing in farnilies and communities. Concentrating
expenditures :n the school excludes the other environrnents
which influence student success and ignores the interactive
nature of these environments. À dynarnic supportive
environment for learning in the school will have little
effect if the child, upon leaving the school-, enters

LL6

environments which support values and behaviors that

contradict what is encouraged in the school.
The educational choices one makes has a substantial
irnpact on the kinds of choices one is able tc make in the
future and the amount of control one has over one,s life.
In some instances graduates from NMC are experiencing
financial constraints which have reduced their educational
opportunities after high school. As a result these
graduates may experience many more reduced opportunities
throughout their lives. The community high school with its
facilities, its local base and supportive environment could
prove attractive for adults in this situation - as NMC is
beginning to witness.
This study has indicated the importance of the
environmental settings in which students find themselves and
th: ways these environments interact. Schools which are
small in scal-e, stable, and connected to the communities
they serve help to re-duce feelings of alienation and
isolation. Such schools appear to be extremely supportíve
and are highly valued by students and parents a1ike.
The effects of scale, stability, and the
relationship between school and community needs to be
recognized by policy makers and educators. Proposals which
may alter these settings or the relationships between these
settings shouLd be seriously examined before any change
occurs. Recent suggestions of amalgamation and
reorganization may have devastating results that will far
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out!,ieigh the anticipated positive outcomes, especially for

those students most in need of what this school and this
community can provide.

It is clearly evident that those who make use of
this school are not without opinion regarding its worth.
The graduates who were interviewed consistently stated that
there was a sense of membership and security in this school
and a caring atmosphere that was not experienced by friends
attending other larger schools.
According to the graduates both they and their
parents have viewed NMC as a valuable learning environment.
It would be prudent to hear from those who will be most
affected by any rnodifications or mutations before they are
developed or irnplernented.
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APPENDIX

B

QUESTIONNATRE

The Questions

(QuickIy)

In what year t ere you born?
In what co¡nmunity were you Þorn?
How many years dld you llve ln Norwood?
l{hen you atÈended Nelson t{clntyre CoI).egiate (N.Ì{.C. ),
where did you reside? (census t¡act included)
llhere do you reslde today?
5. lfhat schools have you attended, including N.H.C.? (probe
for the years of attendance or grades attempted or
completed at each school, ending wiÈh the graduating year
aÈ N.l{.C. )
7. In what occupations were your perent,/s engaged during the
time you attended N.M.C.?
8. During this Èime, can you estimate your househord income?
l{as iÈ...
a) Less than S21 000.
b) S21 000 to less than $30 000.
c) S30 000 to less than S39 000.
d) S39 000 to less than $48 OO0.
e) $48 000 or greater.
(SomewhaÈ more time given)
Since graduation, what activities have you been engaged in?
a) EmploymenÈ (Probe the form and term, such as fuII-time
or part-Èlme enployment)
b' FormaI educatlon (Probe the kind and length of prograrn)
c Other (specify)
10. Àt the Èime of your enrollment at N.H.C., did you have any
career,/occupat I onal asplrat I ons ?
I{hat factors in the community, the home, and/ox the school,
influenced your declSlon?
planning to pursue this goal? (Probe actions
L2. Àre you still
taken and planncd or reasons why this is no longer a goal
13. I{hat are your future plans?
1.
2.
3.
4.
É

11
II.

)

COHHUN I TY

Begln nlth the followlng statement:
am go i ng Èo ask you a number of questions about the Norwood
't I
comrnunity in which you lived whil.e attending NeIson Hclntyre
CoIlegiaÈe.
Reflect on this community as you respond to the
f ollowing questions. tr
(Extensive Probing)

1.

Do you belleve that Norwood was, in some ways, a community
separate unto iÈself; à community with an identity
separate from the rest of Ílinnlpeg?
Do you believe livin1 in Norvood had any impact on you,
your äcademic successes and your fuÈure plans?
Do you bel.ieve Èhe com¡nunity or members of Èhe community,
such as friends or neighbors, leaders of the
comrnunity, other parents, in some rray supported the
educational valuesr policies and practices of N.H.C.?
(This might include attendance, achievement, homework,
partlclpatlon 1n school actlvltles and evenÈs, and
behavior
If you were to describe Norwood Èo someone who was not
familiar with the comrnunity, what yould you include in your
description? (Probe for the physical locations, feelings
and impressions as well as the reasons for each choice. If
N.ì1.C. is not included, seek reasons for its exclusion. )
tJou1d you recom¡nend Norwood, to Èhls person, as a
desireable place to live? (Probe for reasons. )
llould you choose to live in Norwood Èoday? (Probe the
reasons for the response. Delete this guestion if the
person currently resides in Norwood. )
If you had children, woul.d you choose for them to grou up
in Norwood? (Probe Éor the area desired in Norwood and the
reË¡sons f or the choice. )
ilould you want them to attend NeIson llclntyre Collegiate?
(Probe for the reasons)
lfhiIe you trere a student attending Nelson llclnt,yre
Colleglate, what percentage of your Lelsure tlme uas spent
)

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

in
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Norwood?

Greater than ?5t
Àpproximateì.y 75t
Àpproximately 50t
Less than 25t
No leisure time was spent in Norwood
(Probe for the reasons of this response.)

HOME
(

Extenslve Problng

)

1. tJhat educational expectations did your parents have fox
you?
a) Not to complete high school.
b) To complete high school only.
c) To complete some form of post secondary education
d) No expectations that I am aware of.

2, tlos dld they nrake these expectations known to you?
3. Did members of your household encourage you to succeed
academlcally? (Probe for who gave the encouragement as
well as the focus of the encouragement, such as reading
or homework.
4. Was there a variety of reading material in the home?
(Probe for the kinds of materials as vell as the amount
of use.
5. l{as there discussion in the home between you and your
parents? (Probe Éor posslble dlscusslons of currcnt
affairs, of reading materialsr'of school work.)
6. Did your parents help you wlÈh your school vork?
7. Did your parents support the poIlcles, the rules and
pracÈices of N.¡'f.C.?
8. Did your parents support the actions of the teachers and
administration of N.l{.C.?
9. Do you believe your parents felt that what you vere
learning at l{.M.C. was valuable?
10. l{hat levels of education have your parents achieved?
)

)

scHooL

(Extenslve Problng)
1. Did any of your friends live in Norwood when you Yere
attendlng N.l.f .C.? ( If appllcable, ask the next three
questions; if notr 90 directly to t5)
2, Ilhere in Norwood did they live?
3. Dld they attend N.ìr.C.?
4, llere they enrolled in any of your classes?
5. Do you belleve any of.the follosing had an impact on youl
success or achievement aÈ N.!1.C.? (Probe each one)
a ) Teachers at Nelson l{clntyre Collegiate
b) Friends or classmates (Probe for location of residence)
c) ParentE (own parents and friends' parents)
d) Class size (student/teacher ¡atio)
e ) School size
f) SchooI rules or policies
g) School actlvlties and functions (Thls might include
school Eeams and clubs )
h) Course choices (Probe the effect of being forced, by
limited optlons, into courses that would meet post
secondary requlrements. )
i ) Other
6. Do you believe any of these items had an impact on your
future plans? It. so which ones and to what degree?
(Somewhat

less time)

Did you believe the teachers treated students as persons?
Did you believe that the teachers were "on the student's
s lde?
Did you perceive the school discipline to be fair and
effectlve?
I.lhen you attended N.H.C., did you feel like a member of
the school?
11. Did you feel safe and secure while in attendance at N.H.c.?
L2, Dtd you have positive relaÈions with the adults at N.l.f .c.?
13. l{hile at N.}1.C., rrere you encouraged to higher levels of
academlc success?
14. During your time at N.Þ1.C., did you ever consider dropping
out? If so, who had the greatest influence in encouraging
you to stay and complete your schoollng? (ìlentlon each of
the following: parents, teachers, peers, slbllngs, self

7.
8.
9.
10.

and other

)

(Somewhat more Èime given)

15.

stories about N.ll.C. ' Èhe people in the
school or school life or climate, before you actually
attended the school? If so, did these stories orlginate
Had you heard

from:
) Parents

a

b) Siblings
c ) Fr iends
d) N.Ìf.C. students or former students
e ) OÈher
16. ilere these stories generally very supportive, somevhat
supportlve, someuhat unsupportive or not at all
supportive of the school?
L7. t{haÈ effect, if any, dld these stories have on your
expectatlons of N.ll.C. or lnltlal behavlors when you
attended the school?
18. IleEe these storieg, ln hindsight, accurate assessments of
the school?

